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Preface

The Short-term Overseas Study Program (StSP) is a subject of “Study Abroad” and
categorized to “Inter-Faculty Classes.” Enrolled students can obtain two academic
credits after the completion of the program.

Second to sixth year students in any

undergraduate school and graduate students in any graduate school can enroll in StSP,
except for the final semester before their graduation. StSP is well designed and organized
to foster future global leaders by providing them two-week overseas experiences in
partner universities located in North America, Europe, or Asia. The goal for students is
to facilitate the learning of theoretical and practical aspects of fundamental specialized
knowledge and historical, cultural and ethnological backgrounds of countries or regions
in which each collaborative university is located. The StSp is facilitated through highend lectures, field work, academic excursions, and intensive small-group discussions.
The experiences in the StSP program are also expected to motivate studens’ strong
intention for the long-term abroad study. Throughout the 2016 to 2019 academic years,
a total of 246 students have studied abroad through the StSP programs.
However, due to the out-break of covid-19, all outbound programs in Hokkaido
University including StSp have been suspended since spring, 2020. Therefore, we
designed a Virtual Study Abroad Program, entitled “Sustainable Development Studies:

Nature and Humans in North America” through strong and kind collaboration with
professors and staff of three partner universities in North America: University of Alaska
Fairbanks (UAF), University of Washington (UW) and University of British Columbia
(UBC). To facilitate active learning on each topics, the virtual program was offered as
follows: (1st step) on-demand in-advance lectures in which students could view as many
times as they wanted; (2nd step) small group discussion activated by teaching assistants,
mainly international students; and (3rd step) direct on-line discussion on each topics with
the lecturer. The virtual program was held from March 2nd to 11th (on-demand video
lectures bean February 15th), 2021. Such a new virtual education system has successfully
enabled enrolled students to deepen their understanding on each topics as well as to
widen international and/or interdisciplinary views.
In this volume, all enrolled students reported outlines of their favorite classes,
results of studies and personal impressions. Enrolled students of this virtual program
were from 10 different undergraduate schools such as Agriculture, Dental Medicine
Economics and Business, Engineering, Fisheries Science, Humanities and Human
Science, Law, Medicine, Science, and Veterinary Medicine. Because students come from
many academic backgrounds, the lectures provide most students with new and
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challenging material. In addition, all the lectures were given in English. Given their
hard work, we evaluated that all the participant students did well and you can review
their results in this volume. We are pleased to complete our first virtual StSP program
successfully.
Finally, we greatly appreciate the generous support of lecturers from UAF, UW
and UBC for this program. Without their collaboration, we could not have run this
program and thus we thank them for making this possible. We also thank all the
teaching assistants who did great jobs to improve this program. We also thank staff
members in the Academic Affairs Department of Student Exchange Outbound Division
in Hokkaido University, Nakaya Kumi san and Watanabe Yui san.

Dr. Lan XIAO (Institute for the Advancement of Higher Education)
Dr. Hiromichi UENO (Faculty and Graduate School of Fisheries Sciences)
Prof. Katsutoshi ARAI (Institute for the Advancement of Higher Education)

May, 2021
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SP Online Course 2020 (North America) Schedule
Lecture Title
Lecture 1
Day 1

Global Sustainability
Lecture 2

Day 2

2021.3.2 Tue.

9:45~10:45 Online Discussion with lecturer

2021.2.15

Online Discussion with HU members
On-demand Video Lecture

2021.3.3 Wed.

9:45~10:45 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecture 3

Lecture 6

2021.2.15

Online Discussion with HU members
On-demand Video Lecture

2021.3.3 Wed.

11:00~12:00 Online Discussion with HU members

2021.3.3 Wed.

12:00~13:00 Online Discussion with lecturer

2021.2.15

On-demand Video Lecture

2021.3.4 Thu.

11:00~12:00 Online Discussion with HU members

2021.3.4 Thu.

12:00~13:00 Online Discussion with lecturer

2021.2.15

On-demand Video Lecture

Enhancing Ocean Acidification Resilience in

2021.3.5 Fri.

8:45~9:45

Washington and Japan

2021.3.5 Fri.

9:45~10:45 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecture 7
Urbanization in the Marine Environment
Lecture 4

2021.2.15

Online Discussion with HU members
On-demand Video Lecture

2021.3.5 Fri.

11:00~12:00 Online Discussion with HU members

2021.3.5 Fri.

12:00~13:00 Online Discussion with lecturer

2021.2.15

On-demand Video Lecture

Climate Variability and Marine Ecosystem

2021.3.8 Mon.

8:45~9:45

Function

2021.3.8 Mon.

9:45~10:45 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecture 8

2021.2.15

Online Discussion with HU members
On-demand Video Lecture

Nitobe Memorial Garden -A bridge across the

2021.3.8 Mon.

11:00~12:00 Online Discussion with HU members

Pacific

2021.3.8 Mon.

12:00~13:00 Online Discussion with lecturer

Lecture 9
Sustainability& Natural Resources in Alaska
Lecture 10
Inventory Forest
Lecture 11
Permafrost& Sustainable Life in Alaska
Lecture 12
Indigenous Culture in Alaska
Lecture 13
Migration, Integration, and Adult Learning
Day 8

8:45~9:45

American Pacific Salmon

Choices and consequences

Day 7

2021.3.2 Tue.

8:45~9:45

Day 3 Uses and abuses of our beloved shorelines:

Day 6

On-demand Video Lecture

2021.3.3 Wed.

Lecture 5

Day 5

2021.2.15

Content

Ecology and Conservation Issues for North

Nature Inspired Design from the Sea

Day 4

Time (JST)

Lecture 14
Tourism and Economy in Alaska

2021.2.15

On-demand Video Lecture

2021.3.9 Tue.

8:45~9:45

2021.3.9 Tue.

9:45~10:45 Online Discussion with lecturer

2021.2.15

Online Discussion with HU members
On-demand Video Lecture

2021.3.9 Tue.

11:00~12:00 Online Discussion with HU members

2021.3.9 Tue.

12:00~13:00 Online Discussion with lecturer

2021.2.15

On-demand Video Lecture

2021.3.10 Wed.

8:45~9:45

2021.3.10 Wed.

9:45~10:45 Online Discussion with lecturer

2021.2.15

Online Discussion with HU members
On-demand Video Lecture

2021.3.10 Wed. 11:00~12:00 Online Discussion with HU members
2021.3.10 Wed. 12:00~13:00 Online Discussion with lecturer
2021.2.15

On-demand Video Lecture

2021.3.11 Thu.

8:45~9:45

2021.3.11 Thu.

9:45~10:45 Online Discussion with lecturer

2021.2.15

Online Discussion with HU members
On-demand Video Lecture

2021.3.11 Thu. 11:00~12:00 Online Discussion with HU members
2021.3.11 Thu. 12:00~13:00 Online Discussion with lecturer
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Lecturer
Prof. Rashid Sumaila
UBC
Prof. Scott Hinch
UBC
Prof. Adam Summers
UW
Prof. Megan Dethier
UW
Dr. Kirk Sato
UW
Dr. Elizabeth Heery
UW
Prof. George Hunt
UW
Mr. Ryo Sugiyama
UBC
Prof. David Valentine
UAF
Dr. Miho Morimoto
UAF
Prof. Kenji Yoshikawa
UAF
Dr. Sean A. Topkok
UAF
Dr. Hongxia Shan
UBC
Mr. Ed. Malen
UAF

Student Participants
Name

Academic Year

Faculty

1

Geng Chenhan

3

Agriculture

2

Kawano Misato

2

Agriculture

3

Shimizu Yoshito

3

Agriculture

4

Masuhira Ayana

2

Dental Medicine

5

Sakaguchi Momoka

2

Economics and Business

6

Shinohara Maino

2

Engineering

7

Tan Yumiko

2

Engineering

8

Osada Sachiko

3

Fisheries Sciences

9

Kitamura Moana

2

Fisheries Sciences

10

Ichikawa Yuto

3

Fisheries Sciences

11

Nitsu Kenta

3

Fisheries Sciences

12

Koide Riko

3

Fisheries Sciences

13

Kamimura Marie

3

Humanities and Human Sciences

14

Bun Rie

3

Humanities and Human Sciences

15

Mimura Taichi

3

Law

16

Aso Ryotaro

2

Law

17

Oikawa Sorataro

3

Law

18

Kawahara Aoi

2

Law

19

Kaneda Yudai

3

Medicine

20

Hirata Kota

2

Medicine

21

Yasue Keita

3

Science

22

Hasegawa Rie

2

Science

23

Ishikawa Yume

3

Science

24

Fan Kegui

2

Science

25

Kawai Seira

3

Veterinary Medicine

2

Veterinary Medicine

2

Veterinary Medicine

26
27

Hashizume

Hana

Fujita Sachiho
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TA Participants
Name

Academic Year

Faculty

Nationality

1

Abhinav Dengri

M2

Engineering

India

2

Chen Yu

M1

Engineering

China

3

Dobashi Ryo

M2

Fisheries Sciences

Japan

4

Hitesh Supe

M2

Enviromental Science/Enviromental Earth Science

India

5

Kuribara Rina

M2

Agriculture

Japan

6

Kaushik Mandvikar

M1

Enviromental Science/Enviromental Earth Science

India

7

Lin Ligui

D2

Economics and Business

China

8

Nicole Chabi

Researcher

Economics and Business

Benin

9

Pardhu Reddy Sanaga

M2

Engineering

India

10

Tage Kaori

M1

Fisheries Sciences

Japan

11

Wu You

D3

Humanities and Human Sciences

China

12

Yan Dongyang

D1

Education

China
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Student Reports
Short-term Study Abroad Special Program
(Online)

Mar. 2021

Title: How the online Short-term Study
Abroad Program inspired my future plan

Next, I will describe what especially have

Name: Maino SHINOHARA

influences on me through this program.

Grade: 2

I joined this program with the goal of

Faculty: Engineering

making many people happy. This is an

Department: Electronics and Information

ambiguous, common and very difficult to
achieve. However, the lectures have made

The most interesting lectures of this

my goal clearer, because by learning about

program are "Permafrost & Sustainable Life

North American industry, I have seen the

in Alaska" and "Use and abuse of our

essence of SDGs that lead to this goal.

Beloved shorelines".

To put it clearly “to make many people

First, I choose "Permafrost & Sustainable

happy", it means “to make all people worry

Life in Alaska" because I found life there

about tomorrow." This links SDGs, which is

attractive. The program was online this time

set to leave no one. Until I took the program,

and I could not actually experience that life.

I thought SDGs were just ideal. However, I

Therefore, this lecture was a valuable

realized that it was deeply rooted in the lives

opportunity to learn it among many

of North Americans who have learned

specialized lectures. The off-grid life, in

through this program.

which all power is provided by solar power

I think that the general way to achieve

generation and he moves on a sled with

SDGs is to correct the way to manage

reindeers, looked wonderful.

natural resources which humans have been

Also, I choose "Uses and abuses of our

exploiting by taking proper measures.

beloved shorelines" because this lecture

Alaska has been realizing this method

seemed to represent the basis of SDGs. The

globally. It has the highest wild salmon

trade-off between the human desire to

production in the world. Generally speaking,

protect coastal buildings and the desire for

in the larger-scale industry, they put priority

nature to protect places for fish spawning

on profits. However, in these lectures, we

on the coast is the origin of all problems

learned the usefulness of subsidies in

related to SDGs. Although shoreline

preventing overfishing, several approaches

armoring is itself made for human, it is

for wild salmon to cross barrier, and

possible to preserve the continuity of

shoreline armoring. Any strategies are

beaches and wetlands by retreating it from

essential for sustainable salmon production.

the coast. This shows that things made for

Why is there so much statewide effort in

humans can be beneficial to nature as well

Alaska? First, as we learned in the lectures,

by suitable measures. I think that gives an

many studies have revealed the current

important hint to achieve SDGs.

situation of the oceans. Researchers show

9

the need to take measures by examining

worldwide. Exploitation of labor may be

the level of acidification and urbanization in

beneficial to the company in the short term,

the oceans. In addition, Alaska's Native

but it has created the present stressful

philosophy, which values living in harmony

society and caused anxiety among future

with nature, have a great influence on the

generations. For example, the increase in

whole state. Although harmony between

the number of double-income couples

humans and nature usually collapses when

leads to grow the number of those who had

businesses get involved, it was thought that

a stressful childhood, and the number of

in Alaska, where indigenous cultures persist,

stability-minded people is increasing year

people emphasized the importance of

by year because they fear that their

business where harmony is not lost. It is

challenges will not be appreciated properly.

true that there was a period of resource

How can we improve this situation and

exploitation, but a lot of efforts for SDGs are

create a sustainable working environment?

currently made because they understand it.

As mentioned above, the basis of the

In summary, I believe that research clearly

efforts in Alaska is to clearly show the

shows the current situation in data and that

current situation in the data, and to make

the philosophy of harmony has become

harmony between humans and nature a

common sense is the reason why the wild

common understanding. Accordingly, what

salmon industry in Alaska has become

I should do is to quantify “stress”. There is

sustainable and large-scale.

already sufficient data on the length of

SDGs seem to be a detour in the short

working hours, and it is beginning to be

term. However, learning about Alaska's

reformed. However, exploitation of labor

fisheries, I found that worldwide industries

involves not only working hours but also

that generate significant profits can also

harassment and unfair human relationships

contribute to achieve it. That made me

at work, which is difficult to be presented as

convinced that the Japanese industry could

data. If we can quantify stress in the

also make efforts toward SDGs.

workplace, government can take order
companies

What is there the most serious

to

improve

working

exploitation of in Japan now? I recalled the

environment based on the data, and it will

exploitation of various resources such as

help employees objectively know their

fish, gold and wood that I learned in the

psychological state and find the way of

program. However, resources do not

working that suits them.

include only natural resources. What I think

I believe that industries based on the

is the most resource exploited in Japan

philosophy of harmony by the Alaska’s

which we cannot overlook is labor. The

indigenous people will be the model for the

length of working hours in Japan is serious

world's treatments for SDGs. Learning that

10

in this program gave me an opportunity to
think about what I could do if I were to
breathe SDGs into Japan. This has also led to
the achievement of my original goal of
"making many people happy."
Finally, I will write down my feeling of this
online program. The good point was that
we were able to make up for our lack of
English skills and quickly search for and
share information related to the discussion.
It was helpful for understanding to get my
classmates to type me what I could not
understand and the URL of the website in
the chat. Furthermore, the composition of
the program, we watched the lecture video
in advance and asked questions to the
professors based on previous discussions
on the class days, felt me efficient. For these
reasons, in terms of getting knowledge of
Alaska, I felt this form was better than faceto-face.
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Title: My first study abroad(online)

generations. There are a limited amount of

Name: Kota HIRATA

resources on the Earth which are exploited

Grade: 3

every day to produce pretty much

Faculty: Medicine

everything.

Department: Health Science

“Sustainability” as maintaining these

Division:

resources forever. There is no doubt that

Radiological science and Technology

our actions have a deep impact on the

So

we

can

interpret

environment, and we need to protect it for
the future generations.

We could manage to finish this program
and I really think this experience was

Prof. Sumaila explained that sustainability is

valuable. We learned 14 topics. Since

composed

almost all of the topics were difficult and I

environment, and economic. And each

didn’t know these topics, it took a lot of

factor influences each other.

of

three

factors:

social,

time to understand, make summary, and

I asked to the professor that which factor is

prepare for the class. But thanks to other

the most influential or ignored. Before the

students and TA, I could get precious

lecture I thought economy is the most

knowledge and motivation for study abroad.

influential because at least in Japan the diet

In this report, I describe three contents;

decide Japanese policy and they focus too

topics which I`m interested in, some points

much on economy. The professor answered

which I think are useful to decide my study

“you`re right. Economy is thought to be a

and future path, and merits and demerits

big factor and in general people have

about study abroad online.

tendency to promote economy not only in
japan, but also in other countries.” and

During the program we heard the word

explained more deeply. I realized that we,

“sustainability” many times. I had often

young people, have to know this fact and

heard this word but I didn’t know what this

everyone

meant and why this was important. Prof.

sustainability so that humans achieve the

Sumaila

of

goal “sustainable development goals; SDGs”.

sustainability and how sustainability is

I choose this topic as one of the most

explained

the

concept

should

try

to

achieve

interesting topics because the concept

related to our life and science.
The word “sustainability” has many

“sustainable” was very important in other

meanings and it commonly means

lectures and many lecturers referred to the

“maintaining the world we live in”. There is

importance of this, connected to their

a important idea that we must act

topics. In addition, the fact that SDGs have

responsibly so that the resources on the

been getting worth year by year drive me to

Earth will be able to support many

learn this topic with great passion.
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From this fact I could interpret the
Another interesting topic is urbanization,

capability to adjust to human urbanization

which was explained by Prof. Hinch, Prof.

is quite different from species and species.

Dethier, and Dr. Heery. The more civilization

Furthermore, there is potential of negative

advances, the more urbanization and

feedback to ecosystems, regardless of

technology develop, and these bring pros

“increasing”

and cons not only for humans, but also for

feedback often precede the positive

many species.

feedback like increasing the number. This

the

number.

Negative

I was a little surprised to know that

means negative feedback have possibility as

wherever urbanization should develop, this

the visible phenomenon of unintended

may destroy life cycle of marine species. If

consequences. I choose this topic because

urbanization should occur at shoreline like

of these interesting mechanisms.

armoring or sprawl, this really contribute to
destroy ocean ecosystem. It was easy for

I believe this program will be very useful

me to guess. However, urbanization at the

for us to study and decide our future path.

interior of a country like dams and culverts

Before taking the program, I thought the

may also contribute to the decline of the

words like sustainability or SDGs is not

number of marine species like salmon. Prof.

important and relevant to my curious things.

Hinch often showed the chart, indicating

However, after finishing the program, I

the number of salmon and urbanization. I

understood how these affects everything.

really understood if urbanization without

Everyone should be equal regardless of era

taking the environment and the ecosystem

and to achieve this, respecting the

into account increase, this may bring bad

connection among society, environment,

consequence.

and economy is inevitable. Thanks to this
program I could get that perspective.

Especially interesting point is “destruction
of the ecology” not always means “decline”

In addition, this program must be very

the number of species. Octopus is good

effective for us when thinking about true

example. With the widespread use of

study abroad. As everyone knows, study

artificial structures near shoreline, the

abroad online is quite different from usual

number of octopus, which live near the area

study abroad. Also, this program is quite

of urbanization, have been remarkably

different from usual English classes; every

increasing over the last few years because

lecture was far more difficult than usual

they can utilize these artificial structures as

English classes and we had to study and

habitat. This may cause tremendous

prepare very hard for the real time lectures.

changes in marine ecosystem (octopus act

In addition, thanks to the omnibus style we

as predator and the prey decrease).

could learn many kinds of topics. I managed
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to accomplish all tasks and this fact gave me

lecturing for us. I`ll never forget this

much confidence and motivation. For every

experience.

student this program must become a bridge
to real study abroad.
Finally, I have to admit that there were not
only good points, but also bad points in the
program. Of course I know because of the
COVID-19 we couldn`t gather at one place
and had to utilize ZOOM. But when online
discussing, students often became quiet
except for one student who speak. While
someone talking about something other
students wouldn`t speak. I wonder this was
truly “discussion” or not. Also, it seemed to
me that time management incredibly
depended on TA. I don’t know how they
were told to act during the program, but
sometimes I wanted to spend more time for
discussion. Many TA made every student
speak their summary. Frankly speaking, this
was a waste of time; every student made
summary for deeply understanding the
topic, not for sharing. and since we watched
the same video, it goes without saying that
every summary was similar to each other,
but we had to listen to every summary.
I think it will be better if “each group”
gather at the same place. Each group was
consisted within 5 members, so it might be
possible to gather by lending some
classrooms.
Anyway, this program was far more
wonderful and precious than I had
expected. Thank you for preparing and
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Title: What I found interesting and what I

Second, you need to study the problem

learned in online Short-term Study Abroad

for better understand. Dr. Sato works at the

Program

acidification in his laboratory. There are a lot

Name: Ayana MASUHIRA

of instruments. These instruments are used

Grade: 2

to investigate seawater environment and

Faculty: Dental Medicine

are very important in order to know

Department: Dentistry

plankton change over time in response to
different environmental conditions.
Third,

All the lectures in this program were

you have

to

do

action

interesting, because what I learned in this

implementation. Dr. Sato and his colleagues

program are considerably different from my

have built consensus through meetings,

major, dentistry. I am especially interested

and they have shared data. They have

in lecture 6, “Enhancing ocean acidification

worked with industry, government, and

resilience in Washington and Japan” and

other researchers for better understanding

lecture 11 “Permafrost & Sustainable Life in

of the problem. It is important for better

Alaska & Hawai’i”.

understanding of ocean acidification to
continue researching and sharing findings
through communication.

In lecture 6, we learned ocean

Dr. Sato and his colleagues worked with

acidification. A word in the topic, “resilience”
is defined as “the capacity to recover quickly

oyster farmers in Japan. Oyster-growing is

from difficulty”. You have three steps to

economical and cultural foundation of their

enhance ocean acidification resilience.

towns, but oyster production was suffered

First, you have to recognize that the

because of some reasons. The researchers

problem exists. Ocean acidification is a

wanted to know if the ocean acidification is

global issue. It has impacts on specific kind

related to the problem.

of creatures such as juvenile oysters. Ocean

There are many things like education or

pH continues decreasing in recent years.

research which are important to address

Ocean

ocean acidification.

pH

is

influenced

by

CO2

concentration in the atmosphere. The

Progress level and field of research in

higher the CO2 concentration is, the more

ocean acidification differs between Japan

ocean pH decreases. People release a lot of

and Washington, and both the findings are

CO2 in the atmosphere with burning oil and

important.

prevent forests from absorbing CO2 with

Like this, exchanging information and

cutting down trees, so you can say that

learning from each other is significant for

ocean acidification is caused by mainly

such research.
I am interested in this topic, because I

human activity.
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didn’t know that the phenomenon of ocean

mountain surface. Tephra is white, so it has

acidification is happening in the world. I

high albedo. Also, tephra has a lot of holes,

realized that there are many changes other

so it can store a lot of ice in them. Because

than global warming or sea level rise that

of these conditions, there is permafrost in

just I do not know. I also learn that you have

the mountain.

to research many things to solve one

Off-grid means to live outside the house

problem. Also, it is necessary not only to

without road or other infrastructure. Prof.

research the problem but also to take

Yoshikawa have two cabins in Alaska and

unexpected measures such as education of

Hawai’i for off-grid living.
Obvious difference between the two

the problem.

cabins is water management. Amount of
In lecture 11, we talked about

water evaporation in the two areas differ

permafrost and off-grid in Alaska and

greatly even though the precipitation

Hawai’i.

amount in the two areas is not much

Permafrost is defined as soil which

different. This is because the temperature in

keeps below 0℃ for more than 2 years.

Hawai’i is quite higher than that of in Alaska.

With this definition, soil below 0℃ and is

I like climbing mountains, so I enjoyed
learning about this theme. The definition of

not freezing can be permafrost.

permafrost is surprisingly brief and was

There is permafrost in lower latitudes

interesting for me. I was also surprised that

and Prof. Yoshikawa investigate it.
For example, permafrost exist on Mt.

there is permafrost in low latitudes, but

Kilimanjaro, at latitude 3 degrees south. The

even more surprisingly, we have permafrost

altitude is quite high so permafrost exist on

in Japan. I searched for permafrost in Japan

the mountain. Geothermal heat is

and I found the fact that some area in japan

generated in its central part, so permafrost

have permafrost. The fact made me think

exists outside of the heated area.

issue of thawing permafrost is not only for

Another example is Mana Kea. Mana

high latitude area but also for us Japanese

Kea is a volcano on the island of Hawai’i, and

people. Also, I like nature, so I feel off-grid

have permafrost, even though it is at an

living is wonderful. Off-grid living is

altitude of only 4200 meters. The surface is

environmentally and economically friendly.

rough so air convection is created and this

I want to experience it.

air convection cool the soil. This special
My major is dentistry, so I was planning

environment enable permafrost to exist

to become a dentist in Japan in the future.

such low latitude and low altitude.
Nevado Chachani, a mountain in Peru

On the other hand, the teachers and

also has permafrost. Tephra covers the

students in this class are interested in
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foreign countries and various fields, so I

the answer. I realized that I was lacking in

learned that I also have the alternatives of

learning English. I decided to study English

studying or working in foreign countries,

more on a daily basis.

and studying another field. After taking this
class, I feel like to go abroad although I have

I learned many things thanks to the

never been to abroad. I especially want to

teachers who held this class, the TA who

go to Alaska to see the aurora. When the

encouraged me in various situations, and

situation of covid-19 improves, I would like

students who tried to understand what I

to go abroad for sightseeing or studying.

was talking about. This experience will
surely be useful in the future. Thank you
very much.

Through this class, I learned to ask the
teachers some questions in the lecture. I
have never asked any questions to
professors during classes since I entered
Hokudai. In addition to this, the lecture was
in English, so I was worried that I might not
understand what the teacher was saying for
my question. At first, I didn't have the
courage to ask a question, but one TA said
that I don't have to listen to everything the
teacher answered, just pick out the
keywords you need and predict what he
was saying from the words, and it is
important to try speaking when you
learning English. It gave me the courage to
ask questions. By trying to ask questions,
my understanding of the lesson improved. I
think this will be useful for studying
dentistry. So, when I have something that I
do not understand in the dentistry class, I
will ask a question to the professor.
On the other hand, I was not able to
speak much in discussions due to lack of
studying English. Also, after asking the
teacher a question, I was not able to ask
another question even if I had interested in
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Title: What I have learned through the

fishes live from his research and the data of

online Short-term Study Abroad Program

sea-water

Name: Hana HASHIZUME

research on the map to show how fishes

Grade: 2

moved along the temperature change. That

Faculty: Veterinary Medicine

interested me most. Combining different

temperature

from

other

kinds of data often leads to a new
knowledge or conclusion.

What I was most interested in are climate
variability and marine ecosystem function

Secondly, I was interested in the research

which was discussed in the Prof. Hunt’s

about coastal area. In this program, the

lecture, and urbanization in the marine

lecture about shorelines from Prof. Dethier

environment in the Dr. Heery’s lecture. Let

and the one about urbanized coastal area

me discuss about these two topics further.

from Dr. Heery discussed about this topic.

Firstly, Prof. Hunt’s lecture about climate

In Prof. Dethier’s lecture, I learned the

variability and marine ecosystem function

function of shorelines, many kinds of

was really interesting for me. In the lecture,

unintended consequences occurred from

he explained about variability in the annual

developments in shorelines, how armoring

number of fishes produced, variability in

destroys ecosystems in shorelines, and

timing of sea-ice retreat, and pollock prey. I

examples of eco-friendly armoring. When

learned how disappearance of sea-ice in the

small rivers and ponds were made by

Bering sea in 2018 effected the habits of

humans, salmons started to live there and

pollock and other species. First age pollock

the number of salmons caught out sea

eat copepods. Copepods have sacks which

decreased. When the mangrove trees are

store fats, so they are important for baby

cut in a shoreline, tsunami destroyed the

pollock to survive and grow big and healthy.

coastal cities. Changing environment in

Copepods eat ice algae. So, the number of

shorelines often leads these unintended

copepods decrease at the year that the

consequences. To reduce erosion armoring

amount of sea ice is low. The decrease of

is needed, so, to protect the shoreline

copepods the size and energy level of the

environment, softer designs are made.

year-class of pollock. Other species, for

Anchoring logs into upper shore and

example pacific cod, snow crab, seabirds

planting trees in shorelines have functions

and spotted seals, are also influenced in

to absorb wave energy. There are both

each different way.

merits and demerits of armoring shorelines.

To know what happened in the Bering sea

To solve this conflict, we have to decide

in 2018, many different kinds of data and

what we want. What we have to do differs

research have to be combined. For example,

from what kind of environment we want at

Prof. Hunt laid the data of the area that

each area.
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In the Dr. Heery’s lecture, similar thing was

that immigrants are facing. Salmon live in

mentioned. She talked about ocean sprawl,

both north America and Japan, and some of

resource

pollution

the from the study in Canada are also useful

pathways. In coastal sea of urban area,

in Japan, however, situation is not same.

introduce detritus like car tires, bathtubs,

These shows that even if you are on the

and refrigerators create good environments

same job, you have different types of works

for some sea animals. Most seawalls are not

when you are in a different place. For

very nice place to live because the surface

example, veterinarians give treatments and

temperature changes so much. Still some

inspection on animals which people have.

sea animals live, and we can build eco-

Many people have dogs and cats as pets in

friendly seawalls. Species that is strong at

urban area, and there are many livestock

stress from environment but week in

like cows in farms in other area. In the U.K.,

competition between similar species often

many individuals own horses, and in Alaska,

be major ones in urban marine ecosystem.

sled dogs are seen. What kinds of animal

exploitation,

and

around

people own in what purpose differs. It

urbanized coastal lines hold unique eco-

means that jobs of veterinarian and studies

systems. Do we want edible fishes to live in

done in veterinary medicine area change

our neighborhood? Rare species or unique

place to place. This fact encourages me to

ones? Or we just want beautiful sceneries?

study abroad in near future.

The

marine

environment

It was my first experience of studying

Our choice decides what to do on the

abroad in university, and online program

coastal environment.

was also new for me. In just two weeks, I

I learned that we have to choose which
environment we want before doing

had

something

environments.

universities. I believe this is one of the huge

Maintaining the present situation of the

merits of online programs. I was able to

natural environment is not the goal. This

explain the studying in three universities in

idea was new for me and interested me a

no cost! I am really happy about this, and

lot.

even appreciating that it was online.

on

the

lectures

from

three

different

In this program, I learned that types of

The demerit was that we could not do any

research, problems need to be solved and

field works. Through this program I was

many other things differ in place to place.

always sitting in my room, and it was hard

Protecting coastal towns from tsunami is

for me to keep concentrated. I understand

really important and essential in Japan but

that the lack of field work cannot be helped,

it is not so in the U.S. Immigrants are not

and I would like to visit those places in some

very popular in Japan compared to Canada,

day.

so people know much less about problems
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Title: What I have learned through the

freshwater. Another one is the road culvert

online Short-term Study Abroad Program

or the pumping station which is used to be

Name: Chenhen GENG

stream barriers in the urban cities. These

Grade: 3

two types of the barriers block the salmon，

Faculty: Agriculture

which causes declining number of stocks.
And because of the urbanization, the

In the spring vocation, I took the Short-

streams are disappearing. For example, 15-

Term Overseas Study Special Program

20% of all streams have disappeared in and

online, which I learned a huge amount of

near Vancouver. There are three reasons

new knowledge such as some issues of the

why I think Lecture 2 is interesting. Firstly,

environment, the effect of global warming

although the reason of the declining salmon

and urbanization, even the amusement in

abundances and stocks seems to be the

Canada, Alaska, and Washington. As for me,

same one, they are extremely different

I think Lecture 2 and Lecture 8 are the most

from each other. Secondly, I think it is

interesting ones.

interesting that some salmon stocks are

The professor in Lecture 2 mainly talks

resilient. Maybe they are clever, they spawn

about that the cause of declining salmon

further north, and spend less time in

abundances and declining salmon stocks in

freshwater to adapt the unfavorable

Canada. Declining abundances is related to

environment.

the climate change. First, the salmon die of

abundance of salmon in the nature is

the high ocean temperature, which is over

declining, due to fish hatcheries, global

routinely exceeding thermal limits for

abundance is increasing. However, from my

salmon. Second, because of the higher

opinion, though people can ensure the

temperature in the ocean, some sea

enough salmon quantity for human to have,

creature died. For example, the food of

to keep fish in the hatcheries maybe lower

salmon such as plankton is reducing in the

the quality for human to meet their nutrient

ocean so that salmon do not have enough

balance.

Thirdly,

although

the

food to survive, which causes declining

The second lecture I am interested in is

salmon abundances. Besides, the ocean

Lecture 8. I have known about that there is

density of salmon is higher, however, the

a garden in the university of British

food is limited, so due to the fierce

Columbia to memorize Mr. Nitobe inazo,

competition, salmon abundances are

but after this lecture, I have a deeper

declining. Declining number of stocks is

understanding of the history and function

mainly related to barriers and urbanization.

of this garden. There are 2 reasons why I

First, there are two types of barriers. The

have a deep impression on the lecture. First,

one is the dam which is used to store

It is impressive that although this garden
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locates in Canada, it keeps some Japanese

worthwhile to provide subsidies to the

elements. The design of the garden is not

fishman so as to promote the economy of

only beautiful, but also very meaningful. I

the fishery, however, unfortunately, it leads

have never thought that the design of the

to overfishing, unfavorable to the balance of

garden has so many meanings. For example,

the whole biological chain. Everything has

there are some Japanese irises, which

its advantages and disadvantages, so I think

represent Japan. And there is a bridge，

for any industry or anything else, the right

exactly showing the well-known saying of

balance is the most important. There are

Mr. Nitobe Inazo ，“I wish to become a

some merits, and there must be some

bridge

Ocean”.

defects you are not aware at the moment.

Furthermore, Japanese plants are planted

Thus, in my futural research of analyzing the

near one end of the bridge, North American

relationship among the methanogens in

plants are planted near the other end of the

the cows’ rumen, I will make my effort to

bridge, which exactly represents the bridge

analyze the data from different perspectives.

between the two continents. Besides, the

Besides, in my future career, whatever I will

lecturer mentions that there are some

carry on, I want to spare no effort to make

activities held in the Japanese style

the world be sustainable.

across

the

Pacific

architecture. For instance, Canadian people

Thanks to the program, I have more

or some other international friends

interested in foreign countries, and it

experience the Japanese culture by learning

provides more motivations for me to want

traditional tea ceremonies called sado. And

to try to live in a different country and to

this activity has been very popular among

experience their interesting culture. As for

international students. It is a wise way to let

me, there are two good points in the

foreigners to learn Japanese culture.

program. One is we have the discussing

Through this Short-Term Overseas Study

time with other participants, and Teaching

Special Program, I recognize the serious

Assistants. If we have some questions,

problems of the earth environment such as

maybe some other participants know the

overfishing, global warming, sea ice retreat,

answer, and they will answer our questions

the effect of urbanization on the sea

at the discussing time. In this way, we can

animals, ocean acidification and so on. On

choose some more important questions to

the other hand, I have felt the friendship

ask in the next part, online discussion with

among countries, and beautiful nature on

the lecturers in order to make sure the

the earth such as the aurora in Alaska, and

lecturers have enough time to answer our

cute wild deer near the laboratory and

questions. The other one is because this

advanced technology to scan the skeleton

time the program is online, and the

of fish. Before the lecture, I think it is

teachers have prepared the video lectures
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15 days before the program starts, we have
enough time to look up the new words in
the dictionary and assimilate the new
knowledge. The point needs to be
promoted I think is although we are divided
in the different discussing groups in the
different days, some participants I have not
met in the same group. So, it may be better
that I can meet anyone of them and make
more

friends,

to

encounter

more

interesting perspectives. At last, Thanks for
all the lecturers to acknowledge a deeper
comprehension of sustainability and Dr.
Xiao, Prof. Arai, and Dr. Ueno to prepare the
wonderful program for us, and all the
teacher assistants to help us summarize the
knowledge and the questions together.
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Title: The knowledge getting from foreign

conservation is very good efforts. In the last

professors.

of lecture, he introduced “Salmon Cannon”

Name: Yuto ICHIKAWA

which is the way of transporting salmon by

Grade: 3

water pomp. I watched youtube video and

Faculty: Fisheries Sciences

thought very American like Idea. However,

Department: Applied Marine Science

the lecturer said it works well in some
situations, so we can also introduce the

Most interested lecture for me

system somewhere in Hokkaido. Currently,

My major is fisheries. So I’m interested in

the number of salmon come back to japan

the lecture which focus on fish. “Ecology

declines, as a student of fisheries, I have

and

Conservation Issues for North

responsibility to this problem. Through my

American Pacific Salmon” by Prof. Scott

academic life I want to solve this problem

Hinch has two aspects of salmon in North

with some good solutions.

America. First, the life cycle of salmon and

I also interested in permafrost, in the lecture

the

way of

of “Permafrost & Sustainable Life in Alaska”

conservations. I really like to go fishing and I

by Prof. Kenji Yoshikawa. I have thought

have got many salmons in Hokkaido. But

permafrost can be seen only in Russia and

the fish I usually catch in Hokkaido called

Alaska. However, he stayed Hawaii for

“Chum” is not so popular in another

studying it and there were some points of

country like America or Russia. And I

permafrost. It was very surprised for me

learned there are many kind of salmon in

because I think Hawaii is a tropical Island.

Alaska. So some day I want to go there to

Through his lecture, temperature is a most

see and eat them because we couldn’t see

important factor of permafrost. If the factor

another kind of whole salmon in Japan,

is not satisfied, the mountain only has

they already became a fillet when they

glacier. Then, I thought how about

come to japan from another country. Some

Hokkaido? Actuary, there are permafrost in

of my friend went to Canada and said

Taisetsu mountain which is the highest

“Chinook was very very delicious”. I also

mountain in Hokkaido. Craters or tephra is a

learned conservation system works very

important factor in mild climate like Japan.

well in North America. When they started

Craters can protect ice form sun light and

the program of hatchery; people catch

tephra reflect the sun light, these factors

salmon, take out their eggs, hatch artificially

prevent the ice from melting by increasing

and release larval fish to the river, the

temperature. I think the snow in Hokkaido

number of salmon come back their home

disappear in the summer but it’s not, this

river increased well and this phenomenon

lecture also make me learn more about

also seen in Japan. So this way of

Hokkaido. From long ago, I thinking self-

ecology. Second, the
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sufficiency life, so his life style “off-grid life

student. I also get a friend to think each

style” is very interested for me. I like go to

other careers, so it was very good program

fishing, so I can get food by myself. Some

for thinking well about my future.

day I want to live like him.
Good point and Bad point
The point which is useful for my future

As I mentioned, the good point is I could get

study or path

some friends and think well about my

I should go to Norway as an exchange

future. Additionally, professors are very kind,

student. But because of COVID19, my plan

so I could ask a question easily, and if I

of studying abroad been canceled. At that

couldn’t understand well, they tried to

time, I feel very sad because I spent a lot of

explain more easily. The class has much

time for preparing for that and some

time to ask every questions so, we could ask

professors or classmate helps me to make

until we understand it. And our members

my plan. This Short term study abroad

were very good at speaking English and

program is good chance for me to learn

thinking some problems, so I inspired very

internationally in this situation. I planed to

well form them, and could learn another

take course of Prof. Rashid Sumaila, so his

way of thinking. Some student’s majors are

lecture is very good time for me to learn

very different from me, so I could learn

from him. I really interested in how we

other field of studying like veterinarian or

protect fish from fisheries and how we

agriculture. Their way of thinking was

make system of fisheries. I want to use the

excellent, so I need to study well before the

knowledge that I had form his lecture for my

class and it make me more smart.

research activities. And through this

However, there were two bad points. First

program, I had new point of my future path.

we only have Japanese students. Before I

It is go abroad as a graduate student. Dr.

joined the class, I imaged we work together

Miho Morimoto is a same university

with foreign student not an exchanged

student with me when she was an under

student. I wanted to work together with

graduate student. Her career is very

student from UBC or UW. Second, some TA

fascinated for me and I could get a new idea.

didn’t support well. Of course, TA helped us

Some times I researched go abroad as a

very well when we get some problem or

graduate student, but I didn’t know student

communicating difficulties, but sometimes I

who made it. She answered to our

felt they are too unhelpful, at that time, our

questions at full length, so I can imagine

discussions are didn’t work well.

very well about studying abroad. Currently,

Totally, I am very very satisfied with this

I am working for job hunting, but I also want

program. It’s very sad that we couldn’t meet

to researching go abroad as a graduate

real, like every professor said, but, I want to
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explain gratitude for every supporter who
contribute to this program. Thank you very
much.
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Title: My memorable moments through the

After the lecture, I thought gathering the

online Short-term Study Abroad Program

data which have in common would be an

Name: Kegui FAN

advantage to open the new undeveloped

Grade: 2

study fields. This impression was also

Faculty: Science

occurred in lecture 11. It is Prof. Kenji

Department: Biological Sciences

Yoshikawa’s “Permafrost & Sustainable Life
in Alaska”. He also mentioned about that he

It was such a precious opportunity for

wants to collect all information about

being able to attend this online study

where the permafrost is located on earth.

abroad program. I’m going to describe

This process would take a long time, so I

about my memory and thoughts I gained

guess many of the scientists will not be so

from this program.

eager to research those or just give up. But I

To begin with, I would like to introduce

learned how its worthy and could be used

about the two most memorable lectures I

academically, commercially and in many

learned throughout the program. To be

ways so that we can benefit society. Also, he

concrete, it is lecture 3 and 7.

explained about why he chose to study

Lecture 3 was about “Nature Inspired

biology although he earned degrees in

Design from the Sea” by Prof. Adam

mathematics and engineering when he was

Summers. The contents about the lecture

in undergraduate school. He said that there

were collecting Skelton model data from

was turning point in his life meeting

fish by scanning them and introducing the

biologist and decided to study biology in

new product invented by mimicking the

graduate school. It would be quite

structure from marine animals as the

challenging for me if I had to change major

example of utilizing the data of their bones.

which I had studied for many years to others.

Because my major is biology science and I

But I felt that the past does not actually

am also interested in organism’s body

matter if you have a solid motivation or

structure ever since I was a kid, I was excited

aspiration towards things. The lecture 3 was

to hear the lecture. Why I choose this

inspiring for me to hear. We should choose

lecture the most memorable is because I

the life choices so that we do not regret it

was curious about this biology field as I

later.

want to study in future, also I especially

And Lecture 7 was about “Urbanization in

wanted to know about how he decided to

the Marine Environment” by Dr. Elizabeth

research this field spending most of his

Heery. She has been researching about the

lifetime as a scientist. And fortunately, other

influence of marine environment caused by

student asked about the question and I

artificial structures through urbanization.

could understand his passion somehow.

And this lecture included the video she took
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under the shore. And this made me think

interests. Because throughout the program,

how beautiful the marine animals’ mode of

there were any contents that is exactly

life is and urged me to think seriously about

about my fields I interested. I used to resist

the marine environment to protect its

to the other fields so that I can concentrate

diversity. The reason why I choose this is

on my learning, but I found there are some

because I have been interested in land

common knowledge or useful way of

animals more than marine animals, but this

thinking. Conversely, I felt it motivates me to

lecture led me realize the marine

study more. I learned being able to accept

environment is any less complex than land

many kinds of knowledge will be useful for

one and much more interesting than I

spirit.

thought. It was very interesting how she

I’m also grateful to Dr. Miho Morimoto for

approached to find the reason of the

suggesting us not to hesitate to go to study

situation in marine environment especially

abroad and explaining us detail about it

near urban area. Because there are a lot of

realistically such as financial situation.

causes like sea flow, water condition and so

Because such information was not that we

on. In other words, it is required to be

can know from the internet, so it was

approached from many viewpoints. Also,

beneficial to know. She also said the

you need to identify consequences of them.

importance of study English and courage to

So, it needs to know many research ways so

try go abroad for study.

that could reach the answer of one

Although this one was the first trial to do

question. Although this needs a lot of hard

online study abroad program in Hokkaido

work, I was amazed that she had studied it

university, but the quality of the online

for many years. In lecture 7, I learned that

classes was great and I spend relatively a

research needs many approaches to find

good time with fulfillment. Moreover, I was

and how hard it is. But she didn’t seem

influenced by many students that asked

being bored of or regretting, or rather, she

many questions positively.

was enjoying doing the research. Fot this

Thirdly, in order to improve this online

reason, I was influenced by this lecture and

program more, I think it would be better if

I want to enjoy the research without sparing

we had more activities like presenting our

any efforts.

impressions about each on-demand classes
and getting feedback from the lecturer or

Those were my impressions about the

TA. What I want to say is that more active

most influential classes.
Secondly, what I earned through taking

mutual communication would be better

this course is tolerance and attitude

between students and lecturer. Because

towards unknown knowledge which is not

this program was originally supposed to

really related to my major or my main

include some fieldwork. In my opinion,
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fieldwork is great because we can exchange
impressions or questions mutually and
freely.
So, if such environment could be created in
virtual class, one of the intents of this
original short-term Spring program will be
achieved. In addition, if it is possible, I think
TAs don’t need to hesitate to correct the
words that students mistook. Because in
zoom, I often couldn’t remind the words I
wanted to say, so I try to explain in simpler
words. But I was worried that if other
people understood the word I wanted to
say and hoped if other students or TA could
correct it. I think it is no problem to correct
it so that we can train our English.
Lastly, I’d like to appreciate all the lecturers
for introducing us wonderful research you
are doing in such a short time. All the
lectures were fun and profitable. I felt
enthusiasm and hard work toward their
fields with curiosity.
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Title: My Impressions on the Online

part was her life experiences. She

Exchange Program

graduated Hokkaido university and took the

Name: Kenta NITSU

doctor degree in Alaska University. Since

Grade: 3

American universities are known to be

Facility: Fisheries Sciences

expensive for foreigners including me, I

Department: Marine Biology

thought it is impossible to study there
without scholarships. Because of a

This online exchange program was new and

university agreement between Hokkaido

unique. All lectures were pre-recorded and

university and Alaska university, she could

can be re-watched. There was no time for

apply for the doctoral course at a lower

the professors to explain about their lecture.

price, and working as teaching assistant was

Instead, we discussed about the lecture

enough for her to pay her daily life expenses.

video among students and had a one hour

I didn’t know it was possible, and I felt it

question time. The unique point was that

broadened my options for after I graduate.

there were no online lectures and there

The second lecture I was interested in was

were only discussion and question times.

“Sustainability and Natural Resources in

The lectures I have took before were mainly

Alaska” from Prof. Valentine. In the lecture,

text-based lectures; a professor explains

he mentioned the history of Alaska and the

things and no time for students to discuss or

climate changes. Although Alaska is one of

question. It was very different from the

the most climate change-affected places on

previous lectures I have taken and required

Earth, more than 80% of its income comes

deep understanding of each topic. As an

from the oil industry. I saw a great irony in it.

alternative to exchange programs, it had

The deteriorating condition of Alaska

many good points. In this assignment I will

reflects the global situation of the fight for

mention the lectures I was interested in and

the reduction of carbon dioxide emission.

the things that I thought throughout the

Many scientific reports show that the green

program. Lastly, I will mention the things I

house gases caused by human activities are

learned from the program.

likely to cause global warming. However,
people don’t try to reduce their carbon

First, I’m going to introduce some lectures.

dioxide emissions, because fuels are deeply

“Inventory Forest” from Dr. Morimoto is

related to our modern life and we haven’t

one of the lectures which had deep impact

found a way to completely live without

on me. It was about the Alaska’s boreal

them yet. This dilemma was shown in

forest and the effect of global warming. The

Alaska very clearly. If Alaska reduces its

thing I remember the most is about her

extraction of oil, it may help reduce the

personal background. The most interesting

damage caused by global warming. But, it
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will lose its main income. The condition of

required to strongly focus for a long time. I

Alaska is a great example to explain why it is

felt exhausted after every lecture, and felt

so hard to reduce the emission of

stressed. It would be better if the discussion

greenhouse gasses.

time became shorter so that the whole
lecture would become 1.5 hours, and

There were many benefits we had from the

increase the break times from 15 mins to 30

online program. First, throughout the

mins. 1.5 hours is a normal class length and

lecture, there was a long discussion and

I think it is less of a burden for students. An

question time. Most of the online courses

alternative solution would be to implement

were lecture-based classes. I asked many

a break day. In the program, we had lectures

things to the professors and it helped me to

every weekday. Instead of making it every

understand better. The discussion time also

day, I suggest to implement a break day

helped me understand the lectures better,

during the week (for example, no lectures

by communicating with the other students.

on Wednesday) and move the lectures that

The question time encourages students to

were on that day to the afternoon of the

have interest in the topics discussed. The

other days.

second benefit is that I could study at my
own pace. Because the program was held

Finally, this exchange program gave me

online, I could take all the lectures at home.

some image of how the exchange student

Unlike the actual exchange, I didn’t worry

life will be like and what I need to do. One of

about the environmental changes which

the reasons I took this program was to see

people normally face when they go to a

how it is like to take lectures in a foreign

new place. This let me focus on the lectures

university. I will be going to Norway for an

more easily. And also, all the lectures were

exchange program this summer, and this

pre-recorded, which allowed me to view

online exchange program was a good

them again when I didn’t understand

occasion to see if I can do well as an

something. Eventually, this led me to

exchange student. After I finished the

understand better each lecture’s topic.

program, I realized that I have enough

However the problem of the lectures was

English skills to join a lecture and discuss a

that they were very long. They started from

topic. For instance, each lecture had a

8:45 am in the morning and ended at 1:00

discussion time and I shared my opinion

pm in the afternoon, and lasted two weeks.

voluntarily and discussed about it with

There were only 15 mins of break between

others. However, I found that there were

the lectures and each lecture itself was 2

many spaces for improvement in English.

hours long. Since there was a discussion and

During the discussions, I often made

question time in each lecture, we were

mistakes and sometimes it felt hard to
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explain in English. Even though I became
better able to express myself in English, I am
far from perfect in English yet. When I go to
Norway for my exchange program, I will
have to do everything by myself and will
need a higher language skill than I need in
the lectures. The online program helped me
build my confidence for my future exchange
program, and helped me further improve
my English skills.
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Title: The life with Spring program online

which I’m interested in was the happiest

Name: Marie KAMIMURA

time and opportunity for me.
However, I don’t lose interest in other

Grade: 3
Faculty: Humanities and Human Sciences

fields. My mathematic, physics and

Department: Human Sciences

geography grades are not good. But I think
they are so useful and wonderful fields. And,

For me, the term of this spring program

it seems that these fields are often related

was really hard. I’m not good at waking up

to the field which I study. For instance, these

at early time. Starting class before 9:00a.m.,

days, some modern works include the

It was difficult for me to concentrate on

thought of environment. And some art

listening discussions or classes. In addition

works are based on science topics like

to that, high level discussions and English

physics, biology.
These lectures I took in March felt easier to

lectures are hard to follow.
However, I found it was not only hard, but

enter the study field. We could take lectures

also important opportunity to understand

and came up questions if we didn’t have

which English level need for study abroad in

technical

future. Through this program, I could

lecturers lead us the essential and

understand a little. I learned what

interesting topics with simple explanation,

university’s lecture in foreign country are.

movies, and pictures.

knowledge. Professors and

I’ve ever been to abroad to study English in
In addition to that, I would like to write

Estonia. I think it was not “study abroad”,

about TA students in this program. Thanks

but just a “long trip to speak English”.
This SP lectures were nearly university’s

to the help of TA students, I kept taking

lectures. I felt hard to understand the

lecture. In discussion, they gave students

contents of lectures and my speaking,

some questions. And they helped our

however, that is not negative feeling but

understanding of lectures.

gave me a more reality image of studying at
This year, spring program was held online.

foreign university: How fast lecturers speak,

I think these are two good points and two

Which point I have to concentrate on.

bad points.
This program was also good experiences:

First, I’d like to talk about good point: keep

taking other field’s lectures. For student in

my motivation and meet various people.

university, there are fewer and fewer time

I think this Spring program is good to keep

to take other field lecture. I’m a student of

my motivation for study abroad. Because of

faculty of letter, and majoring philosophy of

the spread of COVID-19, I felt far from my

art or art history. In university, studying field

plan that go abroad for my study. I think that
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The last paragraph of this report, I picked

it is almost impossible to visit other

up the two most impressive classes.

countries while I am a student. That’s why, I
lacked my motivation. That time, Spring

“Sustainability in Alaska” was the first

Program told me to keep study and my will.

impressive class for me. The part of this

It is the word which I was cheered is the

class which I’ m interested in is this lecture

lecturer’s “I hope to see you some day in

mention the history in Alaska. As I’ve never

near future!”. Through the warming word, I

learned about Alaskan history in detail, I

feel that many people wait for us oversea. It

listened about that with great interest. In

is my hope and encourage me to study

lecture, the history include many aspects of

abroad.

Alaska, like industry, military, natural

Meeting various people is also nice point

resources, and population. Through this

in this class. In this spring vacation, I could

lecture, I learned about relationship

see not only great lecturers, but also

between Alaska and some countries like

student who are different major. Their view

America, Soviet, and Japan. And I saw the

was different from me, and that made our

flourish of oil industry or gold connected to

discussion deeper impression. Though such

sustainability of Alaska.
By learning about the land’s history, I could

a situation, I could find many new friends.

understand the land’s environment and
Of course, some points can’t say it is better

history have deep connection. Though

than go to the country. Originally, some

history and environment look completely

lectures included field study. And, many

another field with each other, the lecture

lectures related to sea and forests. I would

show their relationship can’t ignore in study.

like to study and walk in British-Colombia’s

This is the reason why I pick up the

and Alaskan lands with feeling their air.

impressive lecture.

In addition to that, Study abroad online

Another lecture I’m interested in is

program has another negative point about

“Permafrost & Sustainable Life”. The lecture

daily life. In English program at Estonia

told me what permafrost is. For example,

which I took, I think daily life is more

the definition of permafrost, which

important part than classes, because our

mountains have permafrost, and why

daily life oversea offer me to speak English

mountain in Hawaii include permafrost. I

and I must use the language. As a result of

learned about permafrost when I was a

such life in Estonia, my speaking or listening

high school student, but I have only basic

skills got better. Compared online study

knowledge about that and I didn’t know

with study on the site, it seems that study

about permafrost in detail, like the

on the site is better to improve English skills.

definition. The professor told us the most
essential point and the logic about
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permafrost.
His sustainable life in Alaska and Hawaii
was also interested topic in lecture. Nearly
all people in the world live their lives with
the infrastructure, and I feel difficult to live
my life without convenient system. Lecturer
showed how to make electricity or keep
drink water. I learned how they used nature
system and

the character of the

environment, and the structure of houses.
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Title: What I have learned through the

their temperature, chemistry, currents and

online Short-term Study Abroad Program

life- drives global systems that make the

Name: Taichi MIMURA

Earth habitable for humankind. The SDGs

Grade:3

aim to sustainably manage and protect

Faculty: Law

marine and coastal ecosystems from
pollution, as well as address the impacts of

First, my English ability is not so high.

ocean acidification. But ocean is under

Certainly, I was good at English as a student

threat by human activities. For examples,

who took the university entrance exams.

subsidies lead to illegal fishing. So, for better

Especially I was good at Reading English. But

future, we should think of the solutions

I was relatively poor at Writing, Speaking,

more seriously.

and Listening English. So, I was anxious

Second, I write about why I think the

about participating in this Program. But I

content is the most interesting below.

tried it. In conclusion, I have learned a lot of

Plainly speaking, by learning about global

things through this program. Considering

sustainability, I have felt sorely how difficult

these things, I want you to read this report

it is to keep balance. Below I talk about this

and want it to be useful for you.

specifically. It is important to protect nature
from huma activity. But it is also important

Second, from what I have learned in this

for our economy to develop. And it is

program, I chose the most interesting two

impossible to add no damage to nature for

contents for me, and I write about them

our better life. This dilemma is very difficult.

specifically and write why I chose them.

And thinking more abstractly, I have
thought it is important to make an axis,

As the first content, I chose the Lecture 1

counting backward from the aim, for us

“Global Sustainability”.

making a better choice.

So first, I write about it below. In this
lecture, definition of sustainability was

As the second content, I chose the Lecture

taught. The organizing principle for

9 “Sustainability and Natural Resources in

sustainability is sustainable development

Alaska”.
So first I write about it below. In 1957, oil

(SD). SD is development that meets the
without

discovered on Swanson River on Kenai

compromising the ability of future

Peninsula. In 1959, Alaska became 49th

generations to meet their own needs. And,

state. In 1968 oil discovered at Prudhoe Bay.

that ocean is very important was taught. For,

In 1971, Alaska Native claimed Settlement

many of SDGs are related to ocean and

Act, called ANCSA. In 1975, 1287km Trans

ocean is important for our lives. SDG 14 is

Alaska Pipeline System, called TAPS, was

about life below water. The world’s ocean -

constructed. In 1976, Alaska permanent

needs

of

the

present
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Fund was established. In 1977, Prudhoe Bay

for my studying and career choice. I have

oil flew through TAPS. In 1980, Alaska

learned a lot of things through this program.

National Interest Land Conservation Act

In these, especially, deeply understanding

was done. In 1988, Alaska oil production

of diversity will be useful for my studying

peaked. In 2014, oil production fell to less

and career choice. For example, better

than 500,000 barrels per day, which was

understanding of diversity makes it possible

25 % of 1988 peak, and still declining. And

to think about problems from more points

now in Alaska oil is king. Oil dwarfs all other

of view and to communicate with people

natural resources in Alaska economy. Alaska

with a variety of backgrounds. These

remains a natural resource-based state.

abilities will help for me to deal with

Alaska has narrow revenue base. Alaska

problems which I will face in the future,

relies heavily on government spending.

including the problems about my studying

There are some impacts from climate

and career choice.

change, such as Wildfire, Ice melt,
Forth, I write the merits and demerits for

Permafrost thaw, Sea ice shrinking, coastal

me in this online program.

erosion, and Species shifts. In conclusion,
Alaska faces many challenges, such as

I think the merit of online studying abroad

Sparse population, and vast pristine

is lower hurdle. Surprisingly, this program

ecosystems. Alaska is at the frontier of

was no charge in spite of being able to learn

climate changes impacts.

a lot of things. And the preparations for this

Second, I write about why I think the

program was much easier than the

content is the most interesting. Plainly

preparations for local programs. I think the

speaking, by learning about Sustainability

demerits of online studying abroad is that

and Natural Resources in Alaska, I have

without independence, this program might

sorely felt again how dangerous it is to rely

have been meaningless. Because of this

on only one thing. Below I talk about it. I

program being held online, the participants

think the problems in Alaska mainly come

could more easily be idle. So, to make online

from relying only on oil. In my experience, I

studying

have failed to pass entrance exams once,

independence is much more necessary.

abroad

meaningful,

the

because I relied on only one subject. So, I
want not to rely on only one thing, and want

Finally, I write about the conclusion

to find my other strong points and make

through this online studying abroad

them better.

program. Through this program, I have
learned a lot of things. Of course, my English

Third, I write about how what I have

ability have got better. But, through this

learned through this program will be useful

program, especially I have learned how
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important challenging is. To be honest,
considering my English ability, I was afraid
that I participated in this program. But
because I thought I could learn something if
I couldn’t do it well, I challenged this
program. As the result, of course I faced a lot
of problems, such as not being able to
understand well what everyone said, due to
my poor English ability, I have learned much
more things than I had expected. So, from
now on, I want to live with challenging spirit
and want to make my life better. I hope that,
even if only slightly, this report will be useful
for the readers. Thank you for reading.
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Title: Online Short-term Study Abroad

permafrost attempts to provide data open

Program report

to the public to contribute to monitor

Name: Moana KITAMURA

temperature indicated climatic signals. In

Grade: 2

other words, by collecting data of the

Faculty: Fisheries Sciences

abundance of permafrost throughout the

Department: Applied Marine Science

world, it can give us some indications of
climate change. Prof. Yoshikawa explained
his methods of his research, how he

Having deep interests in studying
and

measures permafrost of easy access, such

lectures

as the foot of a mountain, to estimate

throughout this course has provided me

permafrost of inaccessible grounds, where

with an opportunity to further increase my

the elevation is too high.

oceanography,
ecological

global

warming,

sustainability,

the

The second half briefly explained

knowledge and to widen my view.
In this report, will be two summarized

sustainable living in Alaska as well as his

lectures from this course which I found

experience living in Hawaii, showing what it

particularly interesting that I ought to share

is like to have a lifestyle in an off-grid area.

and discuss. I will then examine how taking

He introduced us to some aspects of

these courses effected and how it could be

sustainable living in Alaska, such as solar

applied to my future learnings. Thoughts on

panels and water tanks and that sunlight is

this program will also be explained.

so important that it is the key factor of
anything he tries to do.

“Permafrost and sustainable life in Alaska”
“Enhancing Ocean Acidification resilience

By Prof. Kenji YOSHIKAWA

in Washington and Japan.”
By Dr. Kirk SATO

This lecture was divided into two topics,
the main part, explained about definitions

This lecture focused on ocean acidification

of permafrost, its features and qualities, and
how it is being researched.

and how to be resilient towards this issue.

According to the definition used to explain

Ocean acidification has become one of the

permafrost in this lecture, permafrost is any

concerning effects of global warming.

ground that remains frozen under 0℃ at

Carbon dioxide emitted from human action,

least for two years strait. Thawing, a term

dissolves into the ocean, which then reacts

used to explain the melting of materials of

with water, producing bicarbonate ion and

the earth such as permafrost, occurs when

hydrogen ion. This hydrogen ion further

the temperature is higher, decreasing the

reacts with carbonate ion, producing more

abundance of permafrost. His research on

bicarbonate.
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The

cause

of

ocean

acidification is in the hydrogen ion

appreciate enough that I had an

produced through these reactions. The rise

opportunity to get to know how research is

in the amount of hydrogen ion in water

done abroad. This is not the only reason.

makes the ocean acidic.

Although it was in an online format, these
ocean

two lectures especially gave us students a

acidification resilience, the ability to

glimpse of how the lifestyle of the lecturers

increase the capacity to combat ocean

were, which was also interesting and a first-

acidification. Three steps were introduced

time experience.

Dr.

Sato

explained

about

to enhance this process which will be

Certainly, I was introduced to having a

followed. First, recognize the problem,

deeper understanding of the specialized

second, study the problem, and third, take

field of the lecturers. However, not only was

action and implement policies.

I able to do that but also get a chance to
practice

At the Friday harbor laboratory, is where

in

becoming

a

better

environmental monitoring is undertaken by

communicator. That is, I believe, to the level

Dr. Sato. His lecture video introduced us

of having the confidence to be able to listen

with

measuring

to others and understand while sharing

instruments being deployed 2m deep from

your own opinion, for this case, in English.

the harbor. Temperature, salinity, pH,

Reflecting back, by the end of this course, I

carbon dioxide, oxygen, chlorophyll-a

was able to perceive that I have become

fluorescence, turbidity, and current velocity

better at doing so. Nevertheless, these skills

are measured, contributing to provide

I plan to polish and continue to work on in

valuable real-world context and validation

the future.

real

footages

of

of ocean forecast models.
At the end of the lecture, described

The short-term overseas study special

problems with current policies, adaptation

program provided students with flexibility

and mitigation of global warming, and

in time, money, and location. This was the

potential partnership with Japan.

initial reason of taking the course. Taking
lectures which are normally inaccessible if

These two lectures I chose to summarize

you were at home and had schedules later

since it directly relates to global warming,

in the day. Lecture videos were handed out

which I have much interest in. Global

prior to the live zoom classes giving us as

warming is not a problem to be solved in

much time needed to learn. Getting the

one country, but a problem that all

time each of the students need to

humankind should work on together. Taking

understand and think up of questions to ask

University lectures other than Japan was a

beforehand, resulted in an extremely

first-time experience, and I cannot

productive class. Online discussions with
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teaching assistants in the zoom breakout
session created and led to an atmosphere
to be able to speak up. I believe that these
aspects, we could not achieve if it were to
be conducted in person.
Online courses do have some negative
sides. Four hours of screen time in the
morning for eleven days also considering
the time we have already spent to watch
the lecture videos beforehand, made it very
difficult to keep concentrating and bad for
the eye. It was also difficult to keep track of
peers learning together. I would imagine
that studying abroad is not only about
taking lectures in a different country. It is
also about feeling the culture, experiencing
things you have never done before,
interacting with new people and the list
continues. I felt that the chances and the
potential of growing as a person was limited.
The amount of information and the
opportunity was immense, but the
interaction between the students were
scarce.
Through these pros and cons of this online
course, I propose that for future occasions,
online courses and real life studying abroad
should be combined. The amount of
learning in two weeks can be increased with
lecture videos to be watched beforehand. It
will contribute for the course to become
more meaningful and make the most out of
limited time available.
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Title: New things which I have learned

year and large one in cold year; that’s to say,

through the online Short-term Study

in cold year, of course sea ice become large,

Abroad Program

and the number of fertile copepods

Name: Momoka SAKAGUCHI

increases.
Then how is the size of sea ice related to

Grade: 2
Faculty: Economics and Business

the number of copepods?

Department: Business administration

Sea ice is very important because ice algae
grow on its underside and this is food for

Introduction

copepods in winter and spring. Sea ice

This report shows what I was most

becomes large and ice algae grows well in

interested in in this program (Chapter1),

cold winter. Then copepods eat it and the

things that will be useful for my future

number of them increases. This mechanism

(Chapter2), and lastly, look-back on this

leads to the increase of Pollock. Also, it is

online program.

shown that the colder year it is, the stronger
energy Pollock has. On the other hand, in
warm winter, sea ice is small, and it causes

Chapter 1 - Section 1

the decrease of Pollock.

Firstly, I introduce the subjects of Lecture 4.
It is about the relationship among climate

To summarize, the variation in the sea ice

variety, sea ice and fisheries in the Bering

cover affects the abundance of large

Sea.

copepods the following summer and

In USA, the Walleye Pollock industry is

walleye pollock. In years with early sea ice

valuable, and it supports 30,000 US jobs. It

retreat, there is a lack of large zooplankton

is No.1 species in USA by weight, and its

resulting from their failure to survive in the

catch accounts for 28% of US fish catch.

previous spring, and age-0 pollock have low

According to current and past assessment

energy content. There is low survival to age-

estimate of its biomass, it repeats extreme

1.

increase and decrease for the last 40 years.

In the lecture, anomalies happened in

The number of Pollock varies by their age

North Bering sea in 2018 was mentioned.

and year. Sea ice has effects on it.

The main cause is warm wind that blew in

Young Pollock eats zooplankton such as

February. In 2017, the wind was not strong

copepod and grows. Copepods store

and blew from south-east to north-west.

nutrients in its body in winter, and it feed on

However, in 2018, the strong and warm

Pollock when sea ice retreat, so the number

wind blew from south to north, so surface

of plankton affect that of Pollock. From the

air and sea temperatures became warmer

data of diets of age-0 Pollock, you can see

in large area, and sea ice reduced. The

that Pollock eats small copepods in warm

timing of ice retreat was not different from
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that of previous year, but the timing of

knows them. Also, Japanese related to the

phytoplankton bloom delayed about 25

construction of oil pipeline.
Next about Fairbanks.

days. In 2017, in cold winter, sea ice was
very large, so there were pathways for fish

Explore Fairbanks provides people not only

to move to north. Then in 2018, sea ice was

with visitor information but also with

very small, so the abundance of small

information of National Parks etc. This

forage fish decreased. Due to its decrease,

visitor center exhibits the lifestyle of

the number of starving seabirds and dead

Fairbanks in its vast site. In Fairbanks, we

Murres increased most in June in North

can enjoy three seasons, Midnight sun

Bering sea.

season, Aurora Season, and winter season.

In conclusion, climate change can affect

Many people visit Alaska to watch nature

not only on fisheries industry but also on

beauty and wildlife, but it can affect

ecosystem. If there is no or low ice, it has

environment, so AGA started in 2009. Their

negative impacts on both the north and

goal is environmentally and socially

south Bering Sea, and the ecosystem will

sustainable tourism. They engage in

change.

continuous

recycle

projects,

the

communication with stakeholders, and
activities with the general public. They do

I chose this subject for this report because

them voluntary.

for the first time, I learned that the increase
and decrease of sea ice affects fisheries and

As other initiative, “leave no trace”,

how the mechanism works, and I was very

“pledge on food waste”, and “tourism best

interested in it. Also, I am curious about

management practice” were mentioned.

how the sea ice of Okhotsk Sea affects

Visitor's waste is recycled. And replacing the

fisheries of Hokkaido.

paper cup, they use a coffee cup. They also
do a hashtag campaign like “Don't feed the
Landfills.” As a sustainable example, at

Chapter 1 – Section 2
Secondly, I introduce the subjects of

100km far from Fairbanks, they use the

Lecture 14. It is about tourism and economy

heat of hot spring water to create thermal

in Alaska.

energy. By Using the heat, they grow

First, Some Japanese had relationship with

vegetable and fruits near the hot spring.

Fairbanks's history. Jujiro Wada was an

Then the foods are used at the near

explorer, and he made frontier's map and

restaurants.

dog sledding load. Even now people take

Even if it is far from city area, it can call in

good care of his bust. Kyosuke Yasuda led

many tourists by posting photos on SNS.

people and made a new village. Everyone
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I chose this subject for this report because
I engage in the project of revitalization of
my hometown in rural area, and I am
interested in tourism.
Chapter 2
I learned sustainability, the problem of
climate change, and ecosystem of sea,
forest, and city and so on in this series of
lecture. I wondered what I could do for
each problem from an economic point of
view. I want to drive my project of
revitalization, so I will try to get hints from
these lectures for creating a new
attraction and think about how to attract
more

tourists

while

considering

environment.
Conclusion- look-back on this programOne of the good things about studying
abroad online was that I found that I could
connect with people all over the world even
at home if I take a step forward with a little
courage.
However, there is a little to be desired. It is
that I could not make friends with other
students

because

of

the

lack

of

opportunities for communicating each
other, except for discussion time.
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Title: Tips I have learned in this program

consequences. One of the unintended

Name: Sorataro OIKAWA

causes for the abuse is destruction of the

Grade: 3

natural

Faculty: Law

prevented. A further cause due to the

disasters

which

cannot

be

environmental change along the shorelines
is the construction of seawalls. Seawalls are

Lecture 5
One of the most interesting topics of this

very important to ensure the safety of

course was the use and abuse of the

people when they use the shorelines for

shorelines in Lecture 5. This topic was

their homes and roads. However, armoring

interesting as it related to my own

has resulted in the loss of sediment from

experience. I’m going to explain brief

the shorelines. What will be important to

summary of the content of Lecture 5. There

consider in future seawalls construction is

is an agenda of why we should think about

whether new regulations should be set and

the use of the shorelines, and both of an

whether seawalls repairs are really

international perspective and an individual

necessary. In order to prevent unintended

one. The fact is that 50% of the world’s

factors causing the abuse of the shorelines,

population lives in near shorelines.

we should not just come to the conclusion

Shorelines are used for a great variety of

that we should stop developing coastal

purposes. For example, shipbuilding or

areas, but we should also develop them and

airports are often located near shorelines,

find some new solutions at the same time.

and agriculture is also carried out. Besides,

All problems are trade off and we should try

not to mention, commercial fishing is a

to find the best solutions which depends on

major use of the shorelines. From the point

what is most important to us.

of view of individual use, there are many

The content of the use of the shorelines is

cases where people have built their homes

of great interest to me. This is because that,

near the coast because of their beautiful

near my hometown of Sendai, there is one

views. Other recreational uses of the

of Japan's most famous tourist destination,

shorelines include picnicking and exploring.

Matsushima, and I have heard of the

Shorelines are also very important for

problems that a coastal tourist destination

ecosystems, as there are many different

can have. Matsushima is one of the most

species that use the shorelines as their

beautiful places to visit in Japan, especially

habitat. From a geophysical perspective, the

because of the unique structure of the

condition of the shorelines is of great

shoreline and the many small islands

importance. This can be seen in effect of

created by it. Matsushima has been

reducing the energy of the sea waves. The

changed a lot in the last 10 years.

professor argued that there are unintended

Matsushima has undergone a major
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change: the construction of major tourist

so I’m going to try to understand it and

facility on the shoreline. This facility offers

summarize my interpretation and my own

food, souvenir shopping and a space for

views in this report. The topic of this lecture

people to communicate with. Therefore, it

was the integration of immigrants, and it is

is expected that the construction of this

important to understand that the term

facility will increase the number of tourists

‘integration’ has a lot to do with gender,

and their willingness to purchase, which will

race, class and other factors. The barriers to

be of great benefit to the tourism industry

this issue are language, culture, social

of Matsushima. On the other hand, it is a

capital and access to networks. In addition,

fact that the construction of the tourist

unfamiliarity with the country's working

facility has destroyed the forest and soil

conditions, qualifications or particular

along the coast, and also has affected the

values can be a major barrier. It is important

ecology of the area. Such cases can be seen

to maintain a good balance between the

not only in Matsushima but also in many

protection of national identity and social

other coastal areas and tourist destinations

diversity when considering integration

around the world, and I believe that this is a

policies. It is also important to understand

very important issue. In particular, I believe

the differences and relationships between

that a very difficult and important topic is

migrants and nationals in the practical

how to maintain a balance between the

process, and to enhance the conceptual

economic benefits of the use of the

structure of integration policies and

shorelines and the maintenance of the

reception systems. In this respect, the

ecosystem and the environment of the

author argued that we must not simply look

place.

at societies and communities, but also at
the underlying legal system and regulations.
In this lesson, the author focused in

Lecture 13
The second of this program that interested

particular on the current apparent

me was Lecture 13 about the issue of

problems of migration of engineers. The

immigrant integration. This was a very

problem is that the process of becoming an

interesting and active topic for me because

engineer is hampered by the fact that the

it is related to my own future prospects. The

training and qualification process varies

topic of this lecture was very difficult and

from country to country. In addition to this,

the students I studied with had the same

the lack of familiarity with the situation and

impressions, so it was difficult to discuss

ideas of the country can lead to a lack of

specific and deepen aspects in the group

opportunities to find a place where

sessions. However, I felt that the content

immigrant can be active, or to a situation

was very important and worth examining,

where it is difficult to make immigrant’s
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presence felt. In conclusion, the problem of

they are trustworthy people. Thus, there

integration is not so much a cultural one as

are barriers to migration, particularly in

a practical one, and in order to deal with it,

terms of work experience and assets. Such

we have to approach it from a number of

barriers are essentially set by governments

fields, to try to think about the differences

and are therefore closely linked to policy.

between the various nations and to bridge

These high barriers are a major factor in

them.

integration policy. This means that migrants

The content of this lecture was interesting,

have to adapt to ideas and occupational

and I felt that it is an issue that we have to

systems that are already commonplace in

continue to think about. I would like to study,

their countries. Such problems are not

live and work abroad. If Japanese go abroad,

merely evil. This is because every country

we will be foreigners and we will face with

has its own system and its own ideals and

many difficulties culturally, professionally

defending them is part of defending its

and academically. This lecture gave us a lot

identity. However, at the same time, if a

of topics to think about and a lot of practical

country creates an environment that is too

things. There are so many barriers to

difficult for immigrants, countries will lose

moving abroad. This is not something I have

own diversity and, especially in this age, it

experienced myself, but when I researched

will lag behind other countries in terms of

migration, I found that there are many

international competitiveness and will be

barriers. Firstly, the migrant must be a highly

perceived as a country that is intolerant of

qualified professional. They have to be

immigrants. Therefore, from aspect about

successful in a particular field or have

the integration problem, we have to

extensive experience in a certain profession.

understand that it is a very complex and we

This means that in the country, immigrant

have to keep seeking about the best

will be judged on whether they can make a

solution.

significant contribution to the society and
industry of that country by using our

Before referring to future studies and

previous experience. A further requirement

career choices, first of all I must reconfirm

for migration is the possession of a large

that the subject of this lesson, the agenda of

amount of assets. This includes having our

achieving a sustainable society, is an

own legal entity and the ability to place a

unavoidable issue, no matter what field of

large amount of financial assets in a bank in

works we choose to pursue. In this respect,

the

employment

it was a very good experience for me to

requirements also determine whether the

learn about the natural environment and

immigrant will be able to contribute

social problems in North America in

economically to the country and whether

particular, and to have the opportunity to

country.

The
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greatly in a more difficult environment.

look at them. The purpose of taking this
course was to improve my English language
skills in an academic context, with a view to

Although it was an online class, I gained a

entering a graduate school abroad. In this

lot from it. The most important thing is that

class, I was surprised by the high level of

I have learned how to listen to what others

English ability of the students around me,

are saying and how to create the

which made me feel that I need to improve

meaningful conversation. In the future,

myself further. As a result, my desire to

online discussions and coworking will be an

study at a graduate school abroad and

inevitable part of my academic and

compete

was

professional life, so it was very valuable to

strengthened. Specifically, I felt that the

have this experience at such an early stage.

amount of information I could access

The only thing that was missing was the

increased dramatically if I had the ability to

atmosphere and the inspiration that can

understand advanced texts in English. In

only be experienced by going there in

fact, in this class, I used the Internet to look

person. To actually go to North America and

up supplementary information on parts of

get a feel for the natural environment,

the text that were difficult to understand,

culture and social conditions there is a

and the numbers of relevant papers and

valuable experience that cannot be gained

articles was far greater than I could find in

by studying at a desk. For this reason, I

Japanese. I felt that this would be an

believe that no matter how much online

advantage in my future studies and work, as

courses improve, study abroad should not

I would be able to make more information

be replaced by online courses.

on

a

global

stage

available. Furthermore, the other students
and foreign TA with whom I took the course
also had a great influence on my future
career choices. I was very impressed by
their curiosity and their willingness to think
for themselves and to express their
opinions in their own words. The most
important thing is to have such a positive
and passionate attitude, and I felt that if I
jumped into such an environment, I would
naturally be able to think independently
with such awareness. In this respect, I was
able to strengthen my desire to leave Japan
as young as possible and develop myself
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study widely.

Title: What I have learned through the

It was my first-time taking classes in

online Short-term Study Abroad Program
Name: Rie HASEGAWA

English. I was worried about keeping up in

Grade: 2

class, after getting used to atmosphere of

Faculty: Science

the class, my nerves softened. Through

Department: Mathematics

discussions among participants from
several countries, I realized that it is

The reason for applying for this program

important to have a positive attitude

was because I’m interested in natural

toward interacting with people. It is said

environment of North America, especially

that internal barriers could make language

in marine ecosystem, history and cultural

barriers much higher and difficult to

diversity of immigrant society also

overcome. So, showing interest to each

attracted me. The lectures were of great

other is the way to start communication,

interest, also group discussions and Q&A

and expressing oneself actively is also

sessions by professors were always deep,

important. Finally, internal barriers will be

meaningful, stimulating. Through lectures

broken by doing these things. This also

in the program, I gained a lot of new

gives me inspiration for socializing with

knowledge

people.

and

deepened

my

In

understanding of those things, making me

short,

intercultural

exchange

think about sustainable development

provides an opportunity to not only

from various perspectives. I thought that

understand other cultures, but also aware

sustainability indicates the relationship

of ourselves. Learning about different

between environment and development,

cultures have broadened my horizons. It

according to the lectures, sustainability is

also has deepened my understanding,

the endurance of systems and processes,

both of them, while comparing with my

including the environment, society, culture,

own culture. Despite taking online lectures

economy, etc. Therefore, it is important to

was a little unsatisfactory since we can’t

collaborate various academic fields with

travel abroad, but it was still a valuable

practitioners. It also inspired me, my major

experience for me to communicate with

is mathematics, it is difficult to solve

people from different countries. Also, I

problems in the real world just by math. So,

think online lectures are fascinating in

fusion with other disciplines is very

connecting with world regardless of

important. I’m interested in mathematical

locations and costs. Especially in the post-

models

real-world

coronavirus world, time and space

phenomenon. From now on, I would like

restrictions are disappearing due to

to take an interest in various fields, and

further digitization. Since Online activities

describes

a
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is becoming a new normal, I hope I can

number of existing populations decrease,

make the best use of what I learned in this

the abundance of salmon will drop sharply,

time from now on. At last, I had a very

that is, we are losing bio-diversity. These

productive and wonderful time during

things lead to high ocean density of salmon

these two weeks. This experience gives

and cause in competition among salmons

me a motivation to a real abroad-study in

for limited food which is the result of

the future.

climate change. In this situation, mature size

I think the essential theme of entire

of salmon is decreasing and average age of

lectures is sustainability. Sustainability is to

salmon is decreasing too. That means

exist constantly, so it requires a long-term

salmon is getting smaller and younger. They

and a systems perspective. I learned about

are several ways to save these problems,

the present state of natural environment

building fishways near the dams to help

and humanities in the classes, I have been

salmon

reminded of the seriousness of these

emergency hatchery operations to produce

problems. I also heard about various effort

them artificially and bring those to the place

for achieving sustainability. What impressed

where they supposed to be raised in.

migrate,

or

building

some

me most was ecology and conservation

I have seen some math models which

issues for salmon. According to the lecture,

explain the population or distribution of

salmon is a kind of migratory species.

salmon. It was interesting to me. After

Salmon

in

learning about salmon’s habits and current

freshwater and subsequently migrate to the

situation through the lecture. I gained a

ocean and finally swim back to the

deeper understanding of that.

spends

several

months

freshwater environment for spawning. But

Another thing left an impression on me is

recently, the stocks of salmon are in decline.

uses and abuses of shorelines. About 50%

It’s all linked to elimination of freshwater

of the world’s population lives on coastline.

because barriers created by dams or

There are a lot of homes built near the

waterfalls and land use such as urbanization

coastline, and aquaculture is developing

and climate change. So, those artificial

almost all coastal. It also has a lot of

factors have blocked salmon’s spawning

economic values. We built ports to trade

migration. On the other hand, because of

resources, industrial productions and so on.

artificial

Shorelines are so important for us, they are

hatchery

for

consumption

purposes, the global abundance is

used

increasing while the individuals are in

consumption ways. But these uses tend to

decline. That means more and more

abuse recently. A typical example is

production of salmon are coming from

shoreline armoring. We built a lot of

fewer and fewer populations. Once the

structures on shorelines for erosion
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for

consumption

and

non-

practices or coastal development. The
consequence of that is that beaches will be
steeper and have less sand on the
shorelines. It means that the sediments will
move along the shorelines and forage fishes
is losing spawning spaces because of that.
Forage fish are preyed on by lager predators
for food, including lager fish, seabirds,
marine mammals. So, it will change the
ecology of marine. We have to change our
behaviors like reducing shoreline armoring
in the future or use eco-material to build
that.
This lecture let me to rethink about
sustainable development. Environmental
conservation and economic growth are not
in conflict, since human prosperity is
inseparable

from

the

rich

natural

environment, we need to live in harmony
with nature. I think it’s the basis concept of
sustainability. We can’t change we did in the
past, but we can learn from our mistake and
study new issues to avoid or mitigate
unintended consequences in the future.
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Title: The productive and fruitful online

the times are changing, he tries to keep the

Short-term Study Abroad Program

concept of the garden and makes the long-

-what I had learned through 8 days-

term plan. Nitobe Memorial Garden is not

Name: Rie Bun

merely a garden, but the place where

Grade: 3

Japan‘s history and culture are understood

Faculty: Humanities and Human Sciences

by people in Canada.

Department: Human Sciences

I found it interesting that there are people
offering

foreigners

opportunities

to

1-1. One of the lectures that I found the

experience Japanese culture. That is

most interesting

because I think that there is strong

The most memorable lecture was “the

relationship between knowing about a

history of Nitobe Memorial Garden”

different country’s culture and getting along

presented by Mr. Sugiyama. I’m going to

with that county. With regard to politics,

explain the content of the lecture and the

there might be no direct relationship, but to

reason why I felt it interesting.

spread a culture will change citizen’s
thought little by little.

In 1935, the former Nitobe Memorial
Garden was built in UBC. However, during

This idea comes from my own experience.

WW2, that was destroyed, and many

Since I was a child, I have loved Korean

Japanese people was forced to go back

cultures, such as music, dramas, foods,

Japan. Mr. Norman, who is a friend of Mr.

cosmetics and so on. Today, many young

Nitobe felt sorry about that situation, so he

people in Japan are familiar and fascinated

stood up for making something that would

with Korean culture. However, when Japan

remind future generation of the effort

and Korean government are not on good

made by Mr. Nitobe. This is why Nitobe

terms, Korean entertainers can’t come

Memorial Garden was built. Then, in 1960,

Japan and our fun was deprived of. I often

Nitobe Memorial Garden was opened.

hear my friends saying, “I hope that Japan

Now, Mr. Sugiyama is engaging in

and Korea will get along well”. I think this is

maintaining the garden and also offer

big progress in fixing a relationship between

residents opportunities Japanese culture

those two countries. It seems that there is

like Sado. His aim is to become “a bridge

no change on the surface, but the feeling of

across the Pacific Ocean”. This is Mr.

people has gradually changed. From this

Nitobe’s wish, too.

experience, I become to consider culture

The environment around the garden is

understanding important in constructing a

really undergoing change. For example, tall

peaceful relationship.

buildings have been built one after the

In my opinion, what Mr. Sugiyama is doing

other, and also, traffic has increased. Even if

now is essential the same. Even though
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Japan and Canada get along with now, but

country is as much as 1717162 ㎢, and the

no one can foresee what the world will be

map which compare Alaska’s area to USA’s

like in the future. In the worst case,

area was surprising. Alaska was even bigger

Japanese people would be forced to leave

than I had expected.

Canada again. However, if Canadian have

Alaska’s tourism has continued to support

expose to Japanese culture in daily lives,

its economy, but there is a problem that

such situation may be prevented from

visitors often damage to the nature. So,

happening.

Sugiyama

Explore Fairbanks started AGA (Adventure

contributes to peace in the long run, so I

Green Alaska) Certified program. This began

really respect him. I hope that he and his

in 2008 as a statewide effort to grow

colleagues will continue to protect Japanese

sustainable tourism and promote local

culture in Canada and let foreign people

businesses. There are many other initiatives

know the charm of it. Also, in the future, I’d

to support the tourism, economic, nature,

like to contribute to peace in some way, too.

and the lives in Alaska.

I

think

Mr.

I’m glad I could know What Mr. Sugiyama is

I got interested in this lecture because I

doing in Canada and What kind of value he

often think about the balance of tourism

is offering.

and local residents’ living. Actually, I really
like visiting beautiful libraries, and last

1-2. One of the lectures that I found the

summer, I travelled to Kanazawa and

most interesting

Toyama in Japan by myself. I looked around

I really enjoyed the lecture,” Tourism and

at various places including some libraries.

economy in Alaska” by Mr. Malen. In this

During the trip, it occurred to me that

lecture, he talked about Alaska’s history and

visitors might interfere with the daily lives of

approaches to protect Alaska’s natural

local residents. That is because libraries and

resources from visitors. I’m going to write

other facilities are originally built for the

about the summary and what made me

local people. In such places, the residents

excited.

might think visitors are noisy and annoying.

Alaska’s history is short but interesting. It

Since then, I became to think that tourism

purchased from Russia in 1876 for $7.2

should be for enriching the local economy,

million, and gold rush of 1902 led to first

not for changing residents’ living negatively.

population

boom.

Furthermore,

Oil

This lecture was mainly about natural

discovery on the North slope in 1968 led to

resources, so not exactly the same as my

second population boom.

Alaska is

thought. However, it is important to

blessed with natural resources, but this

consider ideal tourism industry. This time, I

advantage often disrupts the lives of the

was able to develop my knowledge about

inhabitants. Besides, the area of this

what occurs in a country that uses its nature
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as tourism resources. Also, I keep in mind

environment and exploit cheap labor in

that when I go travelling, it is needed to

developing countries. I can’t forgive this

consider the local area’s situation.

situation. Companies doing bad things

In the end, the movie, “Explore Fairbank

overseas are giving a good impression in

Alaska” was so attractive and fascinating.

Japan. So, I strongly think that people

After I watched the whole movie, I sent a

should have their own idea toward “global

massage to my family and friends, “Shall we

sustainability”.

go on a trip to Alaska someday?”. When

In this lecture, Prof. Sumaila illustrated the

things get back to normal, I definitely go to

concept of “sustainability”, classifying into

Alaska and see beautiful aurora.

three elements. These are “environment,
society, economic”. This way of explaining

1-3. One of the lectures that I found the

was so clear and easy to understand. We

most interesting

often consider one element and dismiss

The lecture “Global Sustainability” was so

other important elements. It is important to

impressive. Today, this problem attract

consider these elements all together, and if

attention and I often hear the word

each person can have this viewpoint, the

“SDGs” in my daily life. However, many of us

whole situation will get better little by little.

may not be able to explain the meanings of

Indeed, I learned that we must not have

“sustainability”, and

one-sided view through this lecture.

why

sustainable

development is needed. This is my big
concern, so this time, it is so helpful to know

2.How this program will help my future

about those things presicely.

study and path

The idea that people should understand

Now, I’m majoring in sociology, and my

the issue of global sustainability deeply

dream is to help the socially vulnerable like

rather than superficially occurred to me

those who are suffering from starvation,

when I was taking classes about

abuse, discrimination, and so on. Namely,

International

I’m studying about various social problems

Collaboration

and

Development Studies. In the classes, I

in modern society.

learned that there are many companies
working

on

SDGs

supporting

about the fundamental reasons why some

developing countries. However, surprisingly,

people (and animals) had to leave their

most of those just doing these activities only

places to live and was forced to difficult

for showing off and getting good

situation. Each lesson was so interesting

reputations

customers.

that 8 days went so fast. Since now, I have

Considering the actual situations, the

had no opportunities to know those things

companies

because I have chosen only classes in the

from

and

However, in this lecture, I was able to learn

their

sometimes

destroy

the
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faculty of Letters. By taking this program, I

hesitate. If I continue to be doing what I’m

became to think that we have to make an

interested in, I’ll find a way out.

attack on the underlying problems. The

Through this program, I absorbed various

process of helping the socially weak is very

specific knowledge. However, what it

complex and multidisciplinary, so I should

provided was not only knowledge, but also

not limit my learning area. This realization is

hopes and visions for my future. In that

the best thing in this program. After this

sense, this program was very meaningful.

short-term study abroad program, I rethink
what I want to study and how to connect it

3-1. Good points of this online program

to my future job. It is still vague, but I’d like

First, it doesn’t cost anything. If I

to have a job where I enrich people’ minds

participated in this program offline, I need

through books, music, movies and so on. I

to prepare a big cost. However, if I choose

think this is my own style of helping the

online classes, I can take these without

socially vulnerable.

paying extra money. I’m a poor student, so

Also, this program had a great influence on

this is very thankful.

my future path selection. I’m thinking of

Second, I had been able to study English

studying at a postgraduate school overseas

continuously for 8 days. This is difficult in a

after graduation. I decided to do so, but I still

daily life. At first, I hesitated to speak English

don’t have any concrete plan for the distant

and often stopped talking. I was

future. I want to try to work in a foreign

overwhelmed by other students. However,

country, but I don’t to want to leave my

by keeping trying to speak, I gradually

family and friends in Japan. Worrying like

became able to be relax and talk with others.

that, I’ve thought that I have to decide

I fully realized that continuous effort is

earlier what kind of work I will do and which

necessary for improving my English,

country I will live in the future.

especially speaking skills. For this reason,

However, in this program, I met many

this intensive program was so helpful.

Japanese people living in foreign countries

Third, I was able to communicate with

and do what they want to do. Surprisingly,

many students including teaching assistants.

Dr. Morimoto was a student in Hokkaido

Due to the pandemic, many students gave

university, and she decided to live in Alaska

up their dream of studying abroad. Even if

where she had been in exchange program.

they are in adversity, they manage to find

Also, Mr. Sugiyama started to live in Canada

what they can do under this situation. By

after leaving postgraduate school. I was

talking with these students, I was

impressed by the fact that there are many

encouraged and inspired greatly. There are

choices for future and realized I don’t need

many intelligent and excellent student, so I

to think too much my future path and

also have to do my best. Through this
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program, I thought that we must not lose to
COVID19 and have to store our energy for
after COVID19 era.
3-2. Bad points of this online program
If I have to say, the level of this program
was so high that I often could not keep up
with the conversation. My IELTS score is 5.5,
but maybe this may not enough for
following the discussions and lectures. For
this reason, I had thought that English
exam’s scores needed for participating this
program should be raised from next year.
Although, for me, these high revel classes
ware extremely good chance to remove
hesitation

toward

speaking

English.

Therefore, the criteria might be good.
I can’t come up with bad points of this
program other than this point, because I am
deeply grateful to teachers and staffs for
preparing this wonderful experience. Some
people might think studying abroad online
is meaningless because we can’t feel the
mood of foreign countries and people.
However, this way of studying abroad is the
best we can do for now. There were a lot of
things all of us were unfamiliar with, but we
had a so good time. Once again, I really
appreciate all your great support. I am going
to work harder at studying English and visit
Canada and Alaska someday.
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CO2 to sea water have effect, CO2 dissolves

online short-term study abroad program

in the ocean, then CO2 reacts with water to

Name: Ryotaro ASO

form bicarbonate ion and hydrogen ion.

Grade:2

And, most of that hydrogen ion reacts with

Faculty: Law

carbonate ion to form more bicarbonate.
Researchers adapt and mitigate the policy
problem, and they act along west-coast

1. About the lectures which I’m most

model: consensus-building and data-

interested in
First, I’m interested in the lecture about

sharing, adaptation based in water-

enhancing ocean acidification resilience.

monitoring and small actions toward

Recently, the concentration of CO2 in the

mitigation and so on. And, they are planning

ocean is increasing, so the pH of sea water

to help to develop data-generating

is decreasing. This phenomenon, ocean

functions and adaptation in industry, work

acidification, makes it hard for juvenile

within

oysters to survive and grow because their

structures in place in Japan and help

shells are made of calcium carbonate. What

mitigation, long-term, by matching policy

is worse, ocean acidification also has bad

tools with sources of acidification. In the

impacts on the growth of plankton, coral,

future, if the concentration of CO2 increases

crustacean and other shells, so the

as it is, the ocean water cannot take CO2 in

biodiversity will decrease. I’m afraid that we

the air into the ocean, so the global

will become unable to eat the food like sushi,

warming will be increase more and more.

industry/academic/political

Second, I’m interested in the lecture about

sashimi easily by ocean acidification. This is

immigrants in the engineering profession in

why I choose this lecture.
“Resilience” means the capacity to recover

Canada. I choose this lecture because like

quickly from difficulties. About the problem

Canada, for decreasing birth-rate, Japanese

of enhancing ocean acidification resilience,

population is decreasing nowadays, so

researchers recognize that the problem

Japan will have the problem of the lack of

exists first, and study the problem to better

labour force and need to accept more

understand it and then they act and

immigrant in the near future, I think. And,

implement. And as I mentioned, oyster

I can meet immigrants or become

aquaculture is being threatened by ocean

immigrant.

acidification worldwide. The concentration

In 2018, the foreign population in OECD

of CO2 at Mauna Loa observatory increases

countries rose to 129 million, accounting for

in the spring because of the plant’s activity.

13% of the entire population in these

The deeper the ocean is, the higher the

countries. In spite of this fact, immigrants

concentration of CO2 is. About how adding

have many challenges of integration along
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the lines of gender, race and class. For

to become able to use English well at some

example, individuals identified as Black,

extent, so I wanted to take a program of

South Asian, and Arab, as well as recent

studying abroad in the 2nd year in university,

immigrants and women experience the

but because of COVID-19 I can’t study

largest

income,

abroad and I lost the opportunity to

employment, and wealth and assets. What

communicate in English. This program gave

is more, access of skilled occupations has

me the opportunity. In this program, I

declined from 1996 to 2006. Immigrants are

listened to 14 lectures and tell team

worried about the issues of language and

members my thought in English, so I have

communication and access to social capital

got the ability to take the lecture in English

and networks in Canada and unfamiliarity

in Hokkaido university.

disadvantage

in

with other country’s workplace norms and

3. the merit and insufficient point of this

practices and the lack of recognition of

program for me

credentials and foreign work experiences.

As I mentioned, this program enabled me

And, there remain issues of biases and

to use English in lecture and discussion with

discrimination against women and ethnics

my team members and asking my team’s

and religious minorities. Moreover, there

questions to professors. This must make my

are multiple “integration imaginaries”

English skill high. And, I met many students

ranging from assimilation, multiculturalism

who had not been acquainted, so the

to inter- culturalism. Integration imaginaries

number of acquaintances has increased.

make cultural forbearance a foundation for

And the students have much greater English

integration and lead to reification of

skills than mine, so I recognized that I

differences, fixing diversity to distinct

needed to study more. The contents of

variables such as gender and race.

some lectures are too difficult for me to

Integration is a pragmatic and practice-

understand, so I had the difficulty discussing

based process rather than merely a cultural

about the lectures in English, but TAs let us

project for the newcomers in relation to the

use Japanese in order to facilitate the

host. The use of practice heuristics helps

discussion about the lecture. This helped

sensitize us to issues of the power and

me very much. And, I listened to the

politics of integration as much as it opens

lectures about many things not only which

possibilities, and integration involves

are mainly related with Alaska or Canada

continuous learning and knowledge transfer.

but also which is occurring worldwide. This

2. my thought about how this program is

expands my perspective. For example, I re-

useful for my learning in the future

recognize the fact that human activities

In the faculty of law, we don’t have the

have many impacts on marine or forest

opportunity of using English. I have wanted

environment. Global warming caused
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mainly by human activity, make the
concentration of CO2 in the ocean increase
and junk items like tires which human threw
away into the ocean sometimes become
the habitats for many organisms such as
pacific octopus. And in some lectures, I
could listen to the views about studying or
working overseas of the professors who had
grown up in Japan. The views made me
want to go abroad to study English.
Mr.Sugiyama said “you should become able
to have a conversation in English” and
Ms.Morimoto said “you should study
abroad as an exchange student”. I cannot go
abroad now, but when I become able to go
abroad in this year or next year, I will go
abroad.
The insufficient point of this program, after
all, is the fact that we can’t study in local.
Some lectures mainly showed us the
abstract theory, so I could listen to these
lectures easily. But other lectures showed
us the concrete facts or problems such as
thawing
infrastructure

permafrost
and

damaging
permafrost

accumulating the green-gas. In these
lectures, I thought I wanted to go to
America or Canada and study there and
watch the actual situation with my own
eyes.
And, as I mentioned, some lecture was
quite difficult to discuss about, so the level
of the contents of the lectures should be
adjusted or teachers should let us use
Japanese more actively.
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and just seeing the extinction of salmon.

online Short-term Study Abroad Program

This idea also encouraged me a lot.

Name: Sachiho FUJITA

sometimes hear the idea that zoo collection

Grade: 2

is a kind of wildlife abuse and it makes a

Faculty: Veterinary Medicine

sacrifice of collected individuals. Thus, I had

I

a hesitation on my future plan. Thanks to his
I have two lectures which impressed me

message, I learned there are controversial

especially in the online Short-term Study

points in both marine and subaerial

Abroad Program. The first one is the lecture

conservation, and we should do something

by Prof. Hinch. He talked about Pacific

not to regret in the future. His idea gave me

Salmon and the problems such as water

a courage to try.

barriers, climate change, and so on.

The second one is the messages and

Particularly, I am interested in the problems

comments by Dr. Topkok. To be honest, I did

caused by hatchery stations. I feel there is a

not expect that I would be moved the best

dilemma in hatchery because it causes the

by him before the start of this program

decrease of biodiversity, but it keeps the

because his lecture is not related to my

abundance of salmon against a large

major deeply. However, I am really

amount of salmon consumption. In the

impressed with his values. It made me

talking session, he said we should try the

consider nationality and diversity. He has

conservative hatchery rather than the

several tattoos and two piercings after the

industrial hatchery, and it is important to

traditional style of his tribe. Though, he also

utilize hatchery well with scientific bases. I

said he never forced his sons to do the same

am thinking of working at zoo in the future,

thing as him, and he said individuals should

and I would like to contribute to the wildlife

be evaluated regardless of their gender,

conservation through breeding. Concretely,

race, or something like that. Through his

I would like to involve in breeding programs

comments and answers to our questions, I

of endangered animals because I think the

found he is proud of his origin, at the same

breeding in the zoo would enable us to

time, he really respects others too. I got the

reintroduce the species when they are

idea that a genuine international person

extinct or extremely endangered. Thus, his

would have this kind of view listening to his

opinion about hatchery and conservation is

comments. Now, I would like to be such a

interesting for me. I applied his explanation

person. I feel Japan is a kind of exclusive

to my dream and found a hope in wildlife

society. In this globalized world, we cannot

conservation. Also, he said that even

be closed any more. Of course, I don’t think

though there are some risks, trying the

we have to change our life completely, but I

current best is better than doing nothing

do think we must have a will to understand
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different ideas, other cultures, and diverse

above, I want to study abroad in the future,

individuals. His talk made me realize these

but I fully realized that my English skill is not

things anew. Additionally, I would like to go

enough to make the best use of the

to a foreign graduate school to study

opportunity. Thanks to this program, my

developed wildlife conservation skills.

English has been improved a little, so, on

When it comes true, I will be a kind of

this occasion, I will have opportunities to

minority, and may have a trouble to keep a

use English regularly. Second, I should learn

balance between adopting the society and

my major more deeply. It is obvious as a

maintaining my national identity. The

university student, but recently I was in a

impression which he gave me will help me

slump. I got conscious of how I lack in

to be myself even in such a situation.

veterinary medical knowledge through this

The study abroad program gave me a lot

program. The notice motivated me again.

of knowledge and notice. After my entrance

After the end of this program, I started to

to Hokkaido University, I had indecision in

review the veterinary classes and read

my future career. Especially, in the

some papers on my interest.

pandemic of COVID-19, several plans to

I experienced much more meaningful

seek my future path fell through, and I had

and impressive studying abroad than I

lost the will to go on for a while. Thus, I really

expected before the start of the program.

appreciate this online study abroad

This kind of study abroad program can be a

program. It provided me opportunities to

new sustainable way to broaden our view

listen to great lectures by professors and

because it produces almost no carbon

doctors in the US and Canada. They

dioxide and it doesn’t require students to

impressed me a lot and formed a part of my

pay a large amount of money. However, as

values. Their impressive messages matured

one of the lecturers said, I think we should

me not only as a Nitobe College student but

live in a foreign country once if we have an

also as a person.

opportunity. This is because I believe there

This program also helped me to practice

would be some experiences that we can

communicating academically in English. I

have only in the different culture or in the

often had troubles in explaining what I think

local community. However, it is difficult to

exactly. Also, in the discussion with students

live

and TAs, I couldn’t answer some questions

Therefore, I suppose online study abroad

about the situations in Japan even if

program can work as one of the steps to

questions are in my field. Both experiences

realize a fruitful life in foreign countries even

were frustrating for me, and I found what I

after the pandemic. This supposition is

should do for my future. First, I need to

based on my experience in this program. I

study English regularly. As I mentioned

learned what I should do until the day when
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overseas

without

preparation.

we can go abroad will come. At the same
time, it enhanced my desire to go abroad
practically and have motivated me.
Finally, I would like to appreciate
everyone involved in the online Short-term
Study Abroad Program. All the lecturers
gave me a lot of leaning and moving words.
Teaching Assistants activated our discussion
and sometimes helped my English speaking.
Students who joined this program gave me
a new point of view and stimulated me a lot.
Of course, my grate experience here was
supported by the teachers who managed
this program. I wish to express my gratitude
to everyone. Thank you very much.
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worse for abuse. For example, by building

online Short-term Study Abroad program

dams and shoreline armoring, the sediment

Name: Sachiko OSADA

supply decreases and the landscape of

Grade:3

shoreline changes. The reason why I’m

Faculty: Fisheries Sciences

interested in her lecture is that the same

Department: Applied marine science

things have occurred in Japan and there is a
little attention about it. Related to my major,

I joined the program for the interest in the

I have originally the concern about the loss

class which held at the universities in foreign

of sediments, which is carried by coastal

countries. And I learned about more things

currents, at the surroundings of fishing port,

than I had expected: the importance of

so her lecture and discussions were

communication skills, the will of talking with

interesting for me. Especially, the thought of

someone actively, and so on.

eco-engineering is the good way to solve

Through the wonderful lectures, I’ve

some problems of the relation between

especially excited in the two lectures:”

environment and living things, but there is

Native people of Alaska” by Dr. Topkok and

trade-off relationships and it is not easy to

“Uses and abuses of our beloved

solve such problems.

shorelines: Choices and consequences” by

By joining the program, I have some

Prof. Megan Dethier. First, Dr. Topkok told us

advantages and disadvantages. According

about the characteristic and culture of 21

to advantages in online program, most

unique groups who live in Alaska in his

benefit for us is the cost. Normally, if we

lecture. And we discussed not only Alaskan

want to study abroad, we need huge costs

natives but also our own identity. The most

unless we request the scholarships. In this

impressive discussion is about identity.

program, we don’ t have to care about the

When we think about races and ethnic, we

tuition. Also, I can get the opportunity to

face the thing “Who I am” at the same time.

take the class in foreign universities. It is

And sometimes thinking about it makes us

important thing for people who want to

have the difficulty. I learned through the

study abroad for more than half year to

discussion that we have to keep the fact

know the atmosphere and the level of the

that we have rights to celebrate our own

class held at foreign universities. And there

way in our mind. Second, Prof. Megan

are a lot of attractive universities in the

Dethier explained the importance of

world, and we have to choose the one

shorelines and the conservation. Though

which we want to study. This opportunity

we use shorelines for the purpose of

provides us knowing the difference of the

recreation, education and commerce, the

characteristic of these universities. However,

environment in the shorelines become

there are some disadvantages. One of them
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is that we can’t know the surroundings and

About this point, I also learned the

universities actually. Of course, we have

importance and difficulty of coming up with

limitation to know these atmospheres

the questions. Coming up with the

under this situation. But if we can know

questions and asking them makes our

about it, we can imagine the life in the

understanding better. In the other hand,

universities more easily. Also, some

because of the difference of the direction of

discussions were not active because we

our interest each other, sometimes it was

didn’t know details about the lecture’s topic.

difficult to come up with questions about

Though we know we have the limitation of

the lectures and discussion directly. Then I

one’s knowledge even though the person’s

can notice the needs of the ability of asking

major is related the lecture, sometimes we

question and thinking the facts from various

forgot it and we had to have the difficulty to

perspectives. I think the needs of these

discuss. I think other than viewing the

abilities may be growing in the future.

lectures, we have to check the basis about

Also, the program provided me the

the countries and lecture’s topic and share

thought of the future course after I enter

the knowledge regardless the lecture.

graduate school.

program

Through the lectures by non-native

provided me some points on my future.

professors who live overseas, I have had

One of the points is to get various

interest on the environment and life in

perspectives on my major actively. Usually, I

other countries. Even in Japan, there are

study about applied marine science,

various environment and climate from

especially the science of tool to catch fish.

south to north, and from west to east. And

And I only know the surface of other fishery

if I can go abroad, I can learn about not only

science, oceanography, and sociology.

the life and environment in the country but

Through the programs, sometimes I faced

also the thought of these things. Especially,

the situation which I have to say something

according to thinking sustainable society,

as a student majoring fishery science. Of

the thought of priority in the environment is

course, I can answer “I don’t know it well”

different from countries, and by knowing

and I understood it. But I noticed that

different approach to environment, we can

someday I can’t escape answering

deal with the problem on the environment

questions about fishery science because I

flexibly.

This

online

Study-Abroad

know the number of people who studied

Moreover, the taking the program

fisheries science or something about ocean

provided me the opportunity to meet the

is small and if I don’t answer the questions

students who belong to other faculty and

about fishery or ocean, perhaps there is no

grade. I usually talk with people who is

person to answer it.

majoring fishery science, and I don’t know
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the learning of other faculties.
During the class, I can learn a little about
the studies. Also, I can learn the difficulty of
telling people my major. By this experience,
I know that in the future I should have the
ability to explain science to someone as
people can understand easily, or what is
called the ability of science communication.
At last, thanks to Professors, TAs, and the
students who joined the program, I can
have a good experience this spring. Thank
you.
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stocks show resilience to decreasing,

time online studying abroad program

because these stocks spawn in much

Name: Seira KAWAI

northern place, spend less time in fresh

Grade: 3

water, live places that have little disturbance.

Faculty: Veterinary Medicine

Although the number of stocks is
decreasing, the total amount of adult
salmon is increasing due to artificial

In this paper, I would like to write three

hatcheries. This leads to high density of

things, two interesting lectures, effective

salmon and competition among individuals.

and positive points of studying abroad

Therefore, high density causes declining of

program online, and also negative points

the mature size of North Pacific Salmon.

and improvements of this program.

One of the solutions for these problems
which he mentioned in the lecture is fish
valley.

Firstly, I would like to explain two interesting

Since I belong to the faculty of veterinary

lectures of this program. They are “Ecology

medicine, I have not learned fish and

and conservation issues for North American

marine environment in university. I did not

Pacific Salmon” from Prof. Hinch, and “Uses

know that human activities have so many

and abuses of our beloved shorelines” from

impacts on North Pacific Salmon, so this

Prof. Dethier.

lecture was quite surprising to me. I also
understood from the discussion with other

In the lecture of Prof. Hinch, he mentioned

students that not only salmon but also

the tendencies of North Pacific Salmon

other species in Japan suffer from human

these days. First of all, North American

activities. Since we love fish and fish are

Pacific Salmon has five species, Chinook,

important for food culture, we have to do

Chum, Coho, Sockeye, and Pink. Recently,

something to deal with this problem. It may

the number of stock of salmon has been

be small things we can do as an individual,

declining. For example, more than 100

but many people do something, it will make

stocks are extinct in British Colombia and US.

difference. For example, I would suggest

This decline is caused by human activities

reducing trash, use less water and electricity.

such as barriers and urbanization. Barriers

This lecture inspired me to think about daily

contain dams, road culverts and pumping

life and what to do to save valuable food

stations. Urbanization enhance changing

resources.

flows of rivers and pavements. Also, climate
change contributes to stock decline by

The other lecture which I found interesting

raising water temperature. However, some

is about shorelines from Prof. Dethier. She
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explained the characteristics of shorelines

Hokkaido, I have never recognized the idea

and unintended consequences of using

of shoreline armoring and the impacts of

shorelines. Since almost 50% of global

them. I will try not to abuse shorelines from

population live near coastal area, shorelines

now on.

are important for human beings. Shoreline
supplies protection from waves and
habitats and food for many species and

Secondly I will state merits of this program.

entertainments such as walking, animal

One of the effective and positive points of

watching and harvesting fish. People also

this online-study-abroad program is that it

use shorelines for aquaculture and

has broadened my horizon. These lectures

commercial fishing. However, shorelines

were based on sustainability and I was able

are damaged by human activities such as

to learn marine ecology, boreal forest,

pipes, vehicles, emission of sewage. Some

indigenous people, and immigrants. I have

of the unintended consequences caused by

learned sustainability in high school, but I

human abuses are fewer salmon and orca

have not learned it in detail, so it was

whales, tsunami damages by cutting

interesting for me. These lectures may not

mangroves. The main studies she has been

be related to what I major, but they are

doing is shoreline armoring. Shoreline

related to daily life. These lectures changed

armoring is erosion control practices using

my view of the world, and I try to reconsider

hard structures that stabilize the shore and

the way of living.

the bank of bluff behind it. It is used to

Another good points of this program is that

reclaim and utilize marsh and other

I can learn and discuss in my room. Through

lowlands, to protect valuable shoreline

this year of remote-studying, I found that I

homes and roads, and to create neat

can concentrate on lectures deeply if the

shorelines. Some data shows that shoreline

lectures are online. Therefore, I think that

armoring has negative effects to shorelines,

this program is effective from the

such as fewer shade and beach width, less

perspective of understanding. Also, I was

sediment supply, less accumulated organic

worried about the discussion with students

debris and logs, fewer insects and forage

I have never met before, but thanks to

fish. She also mentioned that there are

teaching assistants, the discussion went

positive and negative aspects when we do

quite easily.

something, so we need to choose what to

The other merit of this program is that

value.

students and teaching assistants. I was able

I have never thought of shorelines, so this

to meet students and teaching assistants I

lecture gave me a new perspective.

have never seen before and also know new

Although I see many shoreline armoring in

perspectives and ideas. Also, some teaching
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assistants shared the experiences of
studying abroad and how to apply for
graduate school overseas. These ideas and
experiences were helpful to think of going
to graduate school abroad.

On the other hand, there are negative
points and improvements of this program.
One improvement I suggest is that students
and teaching assistants should meet online
before the program starts. Although we
introduced ourselves before the discussion
started, it takes time to get closer with
students and teaching assistants. For this
reason, I propose some meetings before
the program get started.
Another negative point is that we cannot go
abroad. Since we see only pictures or
movies in this lecture, so it is sometimes
difficult to understand the circumstances or
realities what professors explain in the
lecture. Therefore, it is a demerit not to be
able to go abroad.

In conclusion, I have learned so many things
from this program. They became resources
of my way of thinking and perspectives. Also,
they helped me to reconsider my future. I
became interested in studying in graduate
school abroad. This program definitely
broadened my horizon. I will keep on
studying English and veterinary medicine.
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pillars with stakeholders such as -
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businesses, governments, and researchers.

Name: Yoshito SHIMIZU

To make world more sustainable, there is a

Grade: 3

need of cooperation among these

Faculty: Agriculture

stakeholders.
Prof. Sumaila’s lecture was the first

Department: Forest Science

opportunity for me to study sustainability in
First of all, I would like to say thank you to

a classroom environment. I could clearly

everyone who were in this program,

understand what sustainability is and

especially to Lan Sensei, Ueno Sensei, all

furthermore realize the importance of it.

Teaching Assistants,

professors (who

Moreover, this lecture made me realize that

delivered the lectures), and students. I was

sustainability is also connected to my

also inspired by all lectures and even by the

several other interests like a) natural science,

people who participated in this program.

b) society, and c) economy.

Overall, I am extremely satisfied with

The lectures which were relevant to

this program. The theme of this online-

Salmon were particularly interesting for me.

exchange program was “sustainability”.

I learned a lot of things about Salmon in

Through all lectures, I could realize that I

North Pacific Ocean during these lectures.

have keen interest in Sustainability.

There are several salmon species in North

Especially, the first lecture by Prof.

Pacific Ocean; and the proportion of the

Sumaila about the basics of sustainability

species in the coastal countries are also

was very interesting for me. Prof. Sumaila

different. The Salmon stocks in North

explained three important pillars of

America have been decreasing a lot,

sustainability: a) Environment, b) Social, and

because: a) dams blocking the migration of

c)

Salmon,

Economics.

Then

Prof.

Sumaila

and

b) rapid

urbanization

introduced a model called “Nested Model”.

destroying the natural habitats of Salmon.

The model illustrates relationships among

Surprisingly, the density of Salmon reached

the three pillars (as discussed earlier).

record high level in North Pacific Ocean,

According to this lecture, environment

because of Japanese hatchery. Since the

includes Social aspects, and Social aspects

hatchery in Japan is considerably successful,

Includes Economics. Thus, environment is

it contributes to the increase in stocks of

the foundation of all creatures on Earth,

some specific Salmon species in the North

including human beings. That is why

Pacific Ocean. However, it also results in

environmental conservation is essential for

causing high competition of food among

us. Another important point of Prof.

Salmon species, resulting in decreasing size

Sumaila’s lecture was collaboration of these

and stock of Salmon in British Columbia.
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Before taking this class, I assumed that

their results. However, I feel that policy

Salmon population is decreasing owing to

makers sometimes ignore these researches

global warming. During this lecture, I was

because of lack of communication, thus

shocked to have learnt that the number of

resulting in less environmental-friendly

Salmon is actually increasing. In addition, I

solutions. Although policy makers have to

was really fascinated by the diversity of the

think about multiple factors like cost,

nature around us. Prof. Sumaila mentioned

budget, and necessity, they should think

that “Fish has no VISA”; incidentally, all

about

salmon born in Northern hemisphere

seriously. To prevent this outcome, the

spend several years in North Pacific Ocean.

collaboration between academic field and

This phenomenon is the reason for the

policy makers is required; resulting in a

overpopulation of Salmon in the Pacific

more sustainable society.

environmental

impacts

more

Ocean. Furthermore, it is also the reason for

After the course, I aspire to go abroad

Japanese Salmon influencing the Salmon

for study, especially in North America or

from North America. In similar lines, I

Europe. I felt during the course that the

recognize that salmon is “A bridge across

society in North America works relatively

the Pacific”, since Salmon connects

harder to collaborate with academic field,

ecosystems in Japan, Russia, and North

than their counterpart in Japan. For

America.

example, Prof. Dethier from University of

This program was interdisciplinary, and

Washington introduced a new ecofriendly

connected a range of subjects - from

seawall built in Seattle, which aims for

biology

creating safer migratory corridor for juvenile

to

social

science.

This

interdisciplinary nature of this program

Salmon.

As

I

mentioned

earlier,

helped me to think about my future

collaboration is essential to achieve United

research plan, which would consequently

Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals.

help in making our world more sustainable.

In future, I would like to involve myself

I have been able to recognize that my

in the field of sustainability, in some

research plan would involve society and

technical way, although I am still looking for

economics besides environment science.

the way how to achieve this goal. My career

This program also made me realize that

path is still under progress. I have not yet

I am interested in the application of science

decided whether to continue studying after

in

the

getting a master’s degree or not. This

collaboration of science and society. In my

program has inevitably inspired me to find a

opinion, researchers should think about the

greater goal for my life which is far

application of their study; and policy makers

significant than possessing a mere degree.

society,

and

subsequently,

Subsequently, after the course, I

should pay attention to the researchers and
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became more motivated towards studying
English. Although many Japanese students
with English proficiency took part in this
program, I could not discuss with them as
per requirement. My limited English
proficiency

created

difficulty

during

discussions with fellow participants, and
Teaching Assistants.
Since some Teaching Assistants faced
certain difficulties during initial group
discussions, learning how to stimulate a
discussion in advance would have helped
them manage discussions in a better way. I
also think that many students were hesitant
to speak up in the group discussion during
initial days of the course and I was one of
them!!! An adequate orientation program
would have made the participants feel
more comfortable during discussions.
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Title: My first experience of online Study

human activities toward nature lead to the

Abroad Program

loss of sustainability of tourism. However,

Name: Yudai KANEDA

tourists will not come unless we prepare

Grade: 3

and appeal an environment where we can

Faculty: Medicine

enjoy the magnificent nature. So I thought
this was a really difficult issue. When one of

This study abroad program was a bit

my friends asked this question to the

different from the one I usually participate

professor, he said “It is true in a sense. And

in. Because of the corona pandemic, all the

that’s why it is important to keep a balance.”

programs were held online. Every day, we

His answer was appropriate and maybe it

traveled from our room to Alaska or Canada

can also be applied to other type of issues

through the screen. In this online program,

related to SDGs I thought. But there came

we learned about the environmental

the other question in my mind, where the

problems surrounding the earth and

"balanced state" is? The knowledge we

changes in the ecosystem. Each class was

have learned in chemistry is that if we don’t

completely different from my specialty, but

do anything, all the things would eventually

I enjoyed a lot. Although all the lectures

reach equilibrium. Maybe this is the

were great and fascinating, the two lectures

“balanced state”. In other words, I think that

that left an impression on me strongly were

the state in which human beings have

the lectures held by Mr. Ed. Malen and Mr.

nothing to do with nature is the "balanced

Ryo Sugiyama.

state". But this is just my idea and I regret a

First, in Mr. Ed. Malen's lecture, I learned

lot that I couldn’t ask him what he thinks

the concept about sustainable tourism. At

about it. However, this was very interesting

first, I thought the term sustainable tourism

lecture that stimulated intellectual curiosity.

is contradictory. People improve roads and

There is no doubt that it was a great

public transportations to make the place

opportunity to think about things that I

more convenient for humans to travel

hadn't noticed before.

around, and I think those activities leads to

Next, Mr. Ryo Sugiyama gave a lecture on

destroying the existing ecosystem and

the history of Inazo Nitobe and the Nitobe

nature. Don’t you think destroying the

Garden at the University of British Columbia.

natural environment in order to develop

In the lecture, I remembered that one of the

tourism is already out of the concept of

students asked to the lecturer like this, "I like

sustainability? When we focus on Alaska's

Japanese gardens, but I don't know how to

tourism resources, the natural environment,

enjoy them." I've loved Kyoto since I was

whose strength is its magnificent scenery, is

a junior high school student. I was living in

probably the largest. Therefore, any kind of

Nagoya, but I used to visit Kyoto once a
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month and rented a bicycle to visit various

to discuss the issues with them. Now I'm in

temples and shrines. One of my favorite

a closed environment called medical school,

temples is Nanzenji, and even now, when I

but I think it's very important to understand

feel sad or want to sit down and think about

how to communicate with other people

something, I go there and look at the

when I go out into the society. From that

garden for hours. I knew that the Japanese

point of view, this program was very

garden seems to have a mysterious power,

meaningful. Moreover, this program was

and just looking at them calms our mind

held online, so I think I was able to get used

and enables us to think about something

to communicating with other people in

deeply. But until now, I had never wondered

English in an online environment. Since we

if that was the right way to enjoy a Japanese

don’t know when this corona pandemic will

garden, so I was looking forward to the

end, I think there will be a lot of work to be

lecturer’s answer. I don’t remember

done online in the future, and in that

correctly, but the lecturer answered like this,

respect, this experience should be an

“There is no answer to your question. You

advantage. It gives me a courage to

can enjoy them as the way you want.” His

challenge various things regardless of it is

answer was a little surprising at first, but

online or offline.

when I think a little while, this seemed to be

One thing I was disappointed at this

the correct answer. Even I didn’t know how

program was that the teaching assistants

to enjoy them, my heart fits there and that’s

were not students who usually studies the

why I love the Japanese gardens. I was

lecture

happy to think that I can visit Nanzenji again

understand that they are doing there best

without worrying about anything. However,

and I really appreciate it, but if we had

there was only a one disappointment in this

somebody who is familiar to the lecture

lecture. I couldn't see the real garden. I hope

contents in the group, maybe our

I can visit there someday and ask him to

discussion before the lecture would have

explain while looking at the actual scenery.

been much more fruitful. But that's all I

To be honest, I don't know how these

want to say about this program. All of the

lectures can be used in my life in the future.

lectures were exciting and interesting, and

However, the experience of participating in

although we can't go other countries

this online study abroad program will surely

because of the corona pandemic, I think I

give me confidence when I try something

had a better spring vacation than anyone

outside of my specialty in the future. In

else. Thank you so much for giving us this

addition, I think it was a very good

kind of great opportunity.

opportunity for me to learn how the other
people from different fields think and how
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contents

professionally.

I

Title: Is online study abroad course worth it?

interesting. The first half of his lecture was

Yes

about his permafrost study, and knew the

Name: Yume Ishikawa

definition of permafrost for the first time.

Grade: 3

Permafrost is defined to be under zero

Faculty: Science

degrees Celsius for two years. It was

Department: Macromolecular Biology

interesting that this definition differs
between the United States and Russia,

If the COVID-19 pandemic had not

because the study were completely isolated

occurred, I was planning to go to Taiwan for

due to the Cold War. Also he introduced

an exchange program. So during this spring

that there’re permafrost in Hawaii. I used to

break, I took an overseas study course held

think permafrost only exist in cold places

online instead.

like Russia and northern part of North

Since I couldn’t really go abroad to study,

America so it was surprising. And how he

I was looking for opportunities to use

plot the mountains where it has permafrost

English and know about other countries’

impressed me, because the way is efficient

standards and requirements. This is

and kind to the environment, that he

because I’m willing to live not only in Japan

doesn’t dig everywhere nor deep but only

in the future, so I thought I need to know

dig small holes and assume the places of

what and how much thinking is required for

permafrost and make a graph.

general undergraduates in other countries.

The last half he introduced how the life in

And to know my level, where am I at, and

Alaska is sustainable. He keeps the water

what should I do to make up my lacking

tank deep underground to prevent from

parts. Although, I had a concern that the

being frozen in the cold winter. He doesn’t

lecture was mainly about the Earth

use fridge instead. I like the way they put in

environment in Pacific Northwest, which is

money to keep their house warm, for

neither familiar to me nor close to my major.

example use materials that has high

But I thought it would be great to know

thermal efficiency and make doubled

things I don’t usually deal with. And also the

window. It saves money and CO2 emission

classes were held online and the period of

by heating when we think in a long run. The

spring break made me feel free to join this

way of living in Alaska had many points of

program. Each of the lectures brought me

ingeniousness. I felt it is fine for me to live

new understanding and knowledge. They

like this way, and there are some parts we

were all interesting and fascinating, but I’d

can copy from their life style, although the

like to pick up two of the lectures from the

environment and situation of Alaska is very

program to introduce in this paper.

different from my convenient town which
has electricity and water.

A lecture by Prof. Kenji Yoshikawa was
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Another lecture by Prof. Megan Dethier

frustrating. But since I kept using English for

from Friday Harbor Laboratories, University

a long time for two weeks, I got a little bit

of Washington was about uses and abuses

used to speak in English towards the last day.

of shorelines and it was memorable. I had

I learned that it is important to use and

almost no background knowledge of sea

practice constantly. As I mentioned in the

creatures or shoreline environments, but

beginning, it was easy for me to join this

her lecture of salmon and thinking about

program since it was held online and the fee

the effects of armoring shoreline was

was free. Though, I was quite worried if this

interesting. Armoring is needed to save

online lecture would really help to

human’s safety and lives, for example in

encourage my speaking because there’re

places where the house is so close to the

quite a lot of students for zoom. But each of

ocean or places where tsunami occurs. But

the lectures were separated in two parts;

on the other hand, it has negative effects

discussion among students in a small group

like less beach width and make a shade

and meeting with the lecturers, so there

which could leads the sea creatures hard to

were no time to be bored. Discussion not

survive. It is important to balance the

only improved my English skill but also was

human life and negative effect to the

a good experience to think about the

environment.

problems and speak out my opinion to

Throughout

the

lecture

built

others. I appreciate to the staffs who well

my

thought how to drive the class.

awareness of inseparable connections
between the Earth environment and global

Other concerns about the online course

warming. The effects on environment were

for me was that watching the screen for a

generally negative, and I thought that the

long time really made me exhausted. Also it

effects of rising temperature towards the

was sad that we couldn’t really meet each

environment is large especially at high

other. I know these problems are difficult to

latitude. For example, melting permafrost

deal with. To deal with it, the technology of

and releasing methane gas accelerates

communicating with others online has to be

global warming and melting ice causes rise

improved more or I have to adjust. Or the

of the sea level. I know it should be

pandemic should be over. But because the

improved but couldn’t really bring the

course was held online, I was able to join the

solution to the problems raised in classes

program by going to my lab afternoon, got

and felt my own helplessness.

an opportunity to know things I never knew
if I hadn’t take the course, and see many

Also throughout this program, I got a little

lecturers and students.

bit of confidence in speaking English. On the
first day of class, I had many things I wanted

I think this lecture was the last liberal arts

to say but didn’t come the words and it was

class I took in my undergraduate. I’m now in
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a laboratory which is quite busy for
experiments, and doesn’t really have a
chance to take time for ‘‘unrelated studies’’.
I put the words in parenthesis because I
don’t think that there aren’t things that’s
not related. Recently I was uncomfortable
coward to study or take time for the things
that’s not related to my major because it
seemed inefficient and useless. But after
the course I recognized myself enjoying
having new knowledge I never knew, and
noticed that I liked talking with students and
people from different backgrounds. So this
two weeks motivated me to jump in things
even though it may not be directly useful.
Thank you again for letting us have a great
opportunity in this coronavirus pandemic
situation.
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Title: online Short-term Study Abroad

garden was unusual in Canada. At this time

Program report

the plants were small, there were little moss.

Name: Misato KAWANO

Mr. Sugiyama showed us a lot of pictures of

Grade: 2

the garden as we visited there. This garden

Faculty: Agriculture

is Chisen Kaiyu style and has tea garden teaceremony house. The pond is used to

I was most interested in lectures of Mr. Ryo

resemble the Pacific Ocean and domestic

Sugiyama and Prof. Kenji Yoshikawa.

carps live in there. On the pond a bridge is

First, I explain the summary of the Mr.

built. In left side of the bridge, Canadian

Sugiyama’s lecture. He introduced us about

maple is planted and in right side of the

the Nitobe memorial garden at Vancouver

bridge Japanese maple is planted. This

in Canada. His lecture was divided into 3

expresses the linking bridge of the Pacific

topics, Nitobe memorial garden’s history,

Ocean.

present situation, and the role as bridge of

The reason why I chosen this lecture is I

Pacific Ocean.

could know the culture of Japanese garden

In the history section, I understood how the

and situation that nature, plants, and

garden was established. In 1933 after the

materials of both Japan and Canada is fused

Pacific Conference, Nitobe Inazo died.

shows the connection between Japan and

His Japanese friend ordered a stone lantern

Canada for many years. I didn’t know about

called “Kasuga-tourou” and established it

Japanese garden in detail in spite of I have

with some Japanese trees. This was the old

experiences to visit Japanese gardens.

garden. When the World War 2 started, this

Some objects are used like other things, and

garden was broken. Noman Mackenzie, his

have meanings. I felt that I want to learn

friend saw the broken garden and decided

about Japanese culture and culture of other

to start a new project. Japanese Ministry of

countries more.

Foreign Affairs offered Mori Kannosuke

Second, I explain the summary of Prof. Kenji

who had made a lot of Japanese garden

Yoshikawa’s lecture. The main topic was

design of the garden, and Japan’s Gardeners’

permafrost and off grid life in Alaska and in

Network was established. Some trees were

Hawaii.

brought from near virgin forest, in contrast

The definition of permafrost is soil degree

tea-ceremony house and waterfall was

below zero over 2 years. Before defining

brought from Japan because what he

permafrost, each country has own

wanted was not near area. In 1960, the

definition. Former Soviet Union and Europe

Nitobe memorial garden was opened and

and America discussed and “2 years”, the

ceremony was held. Many people came

thought of Europe and America was

there having interest because Japanese

adopted. Degree that soil freeze becomes
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lower because salt fixed concentration is

stored

included in soil. However, in spite of

underground. In contrast, with stable

whether the soil freeze or not in the

electricity, he can use refrigerated chamber

situation zero-degree, soil which conform

day and night in Hawaii. About food, in

the definition will be recognized as

Alaska fish such as salmon is cropped and

permafrost. Glacier is also under a

much fruits can be eaten in Hawaii.

temperature of 0, but as attention, only

I didn’t know about what is permafrost

material which compose the earth is

before the lecture. I understood that even

regarded as permafrost. He showed us the

now, there are not clear definition and area

graph with temperature and depth. The

we don’t know whether there is permafrost

deeper depth becomes, the higher

or not. We have a lot of thing we should

temperature becomes because inside of

investigate. Also, I felt that off grid life is

the earth is very hot. Boundary of depth

attractive. Electricity depending on not

about permafrost is 300-500m in Alaska

fossil fuels but sunlight is eco-friendly.

and about 1km in Siberia. Change of

beautiful scene, nature, and food cropped

temperature is different depending on the

near area is enjoyable. There would be

place. In northland of Alaska, seasonal

challenges I think, but I want to try the off

change is bigger than daily change, but in

grid lifestyle in the future.

the neighborhood of equator such as

Through this program, I thought that trying

Kilimanjaro, daily change is bigger than

something seemed difficult is important.

annual

survey

Also I should study English more. The

permafrost is to measure temperature at

lectures were difficult for me to understand

some points in different height in the area

aspect of the contents and the language.

where you want to know whether there is

And speaking my own thought was also

permafrost or not in different season, and

difficult. However, I realized that it is

to estimate depending on a line which

important to try to understand and express

shows the interaction between height and

as far as possible thorough this program.

temperature.

Members of this program have

After the topic of permafrost, he told us his

I belong to faculty of agriculture, the

off grid life especially about electricity, food

lectures about nature, culture and society

in Alaska and in Hawaii with comparison. In

of North America will help me when I study

both area, electricity comes from solar

about agriculture such as soil, plants, and

panel depending on sunlight. Summer in

environment I think.

Alaska, sun remain for a whole day. The

Online study abroad had both good points

electricity is used for refrigerated chamber.

merits and bad points for me. Having

In winter, with short sunlight, foods are

lectures of 3 different foreign university was

change.

Method

to
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outside

or

storage

shed

very precious chance because usually it is
impossible to go to some other countries.
Usually studying abroad takes much money.
Online program was easier to try because it
was free of charge. Also, I could have the
image because we have video lectures
before discussion times. It made me have
time to listen lectures sometimes and
search difficult words to understand. But I
thought that I wanted to visit other
university and some places introduced in
lectures. Groupwork was good chance for
me to communicate my thought and catch
other’s thought. I could know others’ way to
think and about what other members have
doubts. It deepened my thought and clarify
what I didn’t understand. My English was
not enough, I felt difficulty to express my
thought and have question. I felt that I want
to have knowledge and chance to touch
English, and communicate with others
more through this program.
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Title: My first challenge to study in English

Development. These ecosystems are

was very hard and I noticed what I really

concern for the SDGs. Today we hear the

want to do.

SDGs so many times, so I am interested in

Name: Riko KOIDE

the SDGs. Professor showed me the

Grade: 3

example of the SDGs.
In order to create a sustainable society, we

Faculty: Fisheries Sciences
Department: Proliferative Life Science

must not only study it, but also adapt it to
society and use it. I wondered if its
application would be difficult.

1．The most interested lectures and
what I learned

2． What is useful for selecting course
in the future through the online

There were many lectures in the online

program

Short-term Study Abroad Program. It is very
difficult for me to choose the most

After taking this class, my English level is

interested lecture. So, I chose two lectures

very low, so I realized that I had to make a

that was interested. One is a lecture about

lot of effort to live and learn abroad.

Sustainable Tourism, and the other is a

Therefore, I thought that I still couldn't

lecture about Global Sustainability.

choose to live abroad. However, I wanted to
study now and be able to choose to live

Sustainable tourism is about the tourism in

abroad in a few years.

Alaska. In Alaska, there are many things to
sustain the nature with human. Human

From now on, I will conduct research on

want to tour, but this doing has many

fisheries, but I also wanted to study with the

impacts for the nature, so we have to

SDGs in mind. Since the sea occupies most

protect the nature.

of the surface of the earth, it has a great

Global Sustainability is mainly about the

influence on the creation of a sustainable

sea. My Faculty is Fisheries, so I have been

society. Therefore, instead of just trying to

interested in the sea and fish. Prof. Sumaila

learn about a part of the sea, I would like to

explained about the ecosystem of the sea

think and learn from a wider range and over

and the impact of the sea. I did not know

a long period of time.

about the ecosystem of the sea and some
problems of the sea and fish. However, I

3． The good and bad points of the

have to know about that, because I am a

online Short-term Study Abroad

student of the fisheries.

Program for me

There are some types of sustainability.

The good point is that I could try to speak

Environmental, Social, Economic, Social-

English. Through this program, I could not

Environmental, Environmental-economic,

speak English a lot. I noticed my level of

Economic-Social

speaking

and

Sustainable
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English.

Honestly,

I

was

disappointed

everyday

through

we can learn together someday again.

the

Program. However, I did not lose my time
and my confidence, so I tried to speak
English and tell my opinions to the
members. I was surprised my enthusiasm
to speak English. The members of this
program were very kind, so I did not worry
about failures.
The online method was easy to get started
to study in English. I think the online
program is very good way for the beginners
to study in English.
It was good to watch the teacher's lecture
in advance and prepare for the discussion.
Anyone at any level of English can
understand. Also, through discussions, I was
able to absorb more than just input.
The bad thing is that I just exchanged
opinions with Japanese students and
couldn't interact with many foreigners. I
wanted to know more diverse ways of
thinking and different perspectives from
Japanese people. Also, I think there was a
bias in the field of sustainable society. This
time, there were many things related to the
sea. Therefore, I think it will be better if we
can learn about SDGs from many
perspectives, such as agriculture on land
and business, not just in the sea.
There were many things I couldn't do
through this program, but I'm glad that I had
the opportunity to study English properly
for the first time and act. It was also great
that I was able to meet and interact with
people who I could not meet just by
studying at the undergraduate level. I hope
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Title:

Scientific

thinking,

northern Canada, there is permafrost layer.

borderless

discussion

Definition of permafrost is ice which

Name: Yasue KEITA

remained in under 0 degree Celsius for

Grade: 3

more than two years. Then there is

Faculty: Science

possibility of existence of liquid form

Department: Chemistry

permafrost because it often contains much
salt. Water which has high salinity has lower

This is a report for short term SP online.

freezing point than pure water. By the way,

First part is summery of interesting thing in

permafrost has interaction to global

series of lectures. Second part is my

warming. Warmer temperature makes

accomplishment in this program. Third is

permafrost thawing and it would be factor

my impressions for program.

of global warming because permafrost
contains greenhouse gases like carbon

I was interested in the relationship

dioxide and methane and it emits them

between northern area and global climate.

when it is thawing. This is negative spiral.

Some lecturers showed earth’s climate

Global warming and thawing of permafrost

change affects condition of nature in north

are accelerated by each other. Thawing

American nature and vice versa. I will show

permafrost has another impact. Houses

a couple of knowledges I got through

and roads are damaged because their

lectures and my discussion.

basement would tilt.

At first, I will discuss about boreal forest. It

Third topic is various consequences from

is forest mainly contains conifers and is also

climate change. Typically, decomposition of

called as Taiga. Boreal forest stocks half of

bio- organism’s bodies is not goes well in

carbon in the world. In this term, boreal

cold region because activity of microbes is

forest means all stocks over the world, not

suppressed by low temperature. So, soil

only north American, but I could realize how

contains much carbon. There is another

large portion of carbon dioxide captured by

consequence of low temperature that small

plants and changed in biomass. Boreal

evaporation rate of water from land surface.

forest can be compared as rungs of earth as

These things are changing because of

well as tropical jungle. Sometimes wildfire

increasing

temperature.

happens naturally in boreal forest. This is

temperature

causes

driving

cycle.

evaporation late. This makes land be dryer.

Disappearing large trees helps growing

More clouds made because of higher

young trees. Some species has seeds which

evaporation then waterfall and thunder

open when they are burnt like popcorns.

being frequent. Thunder causes wildfire

force

of

forest

life

Higher

increase

of

and there is abundant fuel; carbon. In these

Second topic is permafrost. In Alaska and
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way, environment in cold area is changing

in this topic. I think ethnic cultures worth to

under higher temperature. As I mentioned

be conserved because it has data of history

before, wildfire is important because it

also simply their design and music and etc.

initiates life cycle but extremely large fires

are beautiful.

happened recently.
From these new knowledges, I found that

In this program, I could train two skills

each change in nature are link with each

which will be good for my academic career.

other. Cold areas are most sensitive for

One skill is way of scientifical thinking. I had

global warming and I often hear about the

many questions when I watched video

problem but I thought it is irrelevant thing

lectures. Before asking to teacher, I tried to

before. But now, even these places are far

solve by myself and then, could gain other

from me, they have relation with my place.

ideas from others in discussion part.

Global climate change interacts with local

Through these steps, I could gain data, facts

changes. I want to share this idea. This is

and hints for make answer. These things

reason I choose this topic.

could be basis of hypothesis and I made
many patterns of possibilities. I think these
steps are scientific thinking.

One more topic I was interested in is

The other skill is academic discussion.

“Indigenous culture in Alaska” by Dr. Topkok

Discussion with other students and TAs was

(UAF).
American

good part of program. When I provided my

continents came across Bering sea then

opinion, I needed to show clear basis. For

distributed. Each ethnicity developed

understanding others idea, I needed to

characteristic cultures in Alaska. Alaska has

make suitable question. These actions were

large land, so they developed suitable way

academic. Also, there are many students

of living in each environment.

who have different background like majors

First

people

reached

and nationalities. This was good situation to

Now they have many problems. For
example,

discrimination,

difficulty

make exciting discussion.

of

inheritance culture and find identity.

I will use these skills in laboratory.

Language and costume are disappearing

This program had good influence for my

because of using English and western

choice of specialty. I have been interested in

clothes.

study about environment. I am also

There is same kind of problem in Japan

interested in nature of cold area. This is

and Hokkaido. Ainu people struggling to

influenced by experience of living in

conserve their culture. As a person in

Hokkaido. Even there are harsh conditions

Hokkaido, I also need to think about this

like cold winter, abundant biomass exists in

kind of problem. That is why I am interested

cold region. So, lectures in program are
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matched my curiosity. I could enjoy gaining
new knowledges and developed images of
researching about cold environment.
There were two good points to take online
study abroad course for me. First, I could
maintain motivation for study English in
academic communication level. I realized
English skill is needed to gain good
experience in international situation.
Second,

online

course

was

good

opportunity to find way of developing
myself under Covid-19 pandemic. I learned
even under many restrictions, I can go
forward.
In

program,

opportunity

of

communication was small. This was sad
point for me. As usual, chat with friends and
teachers after class is good point.
In online, there is no opportunity to
speak to a person who are not in your group.
So, grouping is important.
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Title: The priceless experience the Study

outside the box in all situations. He left a

Abroad Program offered

valuable reminder by emphasizing the

Name: Yumiko TAN

importance of finding inspiration by directly

Grade: 2

walking around and feeling nature. He also

Faculty: Engineering

shared some episodes of how his family and

Division: Environmental Engineering

students played a significant part in bringing
out outstanding scientific findings and

The online Short-term Study

innovations. His stories deeply motivated

Abroad Program was an unforgettable

me, and I would like to use Professor

experience that shed light on various fields

Summer's teachings as a guide for achieving

of studies, making me realize that all areas

my goal of becoming a researcher who

of studies are inextricably intertwined and

always acknowledges and appreciates the

contribute to a deeper understanding of

efforts of multiple people working together.

global issues as a whole. Initially, the diverse

In his lecture, he also mentioned that he

content of the program gave an impression

had

of each lectures being seemingly unrelated:

Mathematics and Engineering yet pursued

however, after having the valuable

a graduate degree in Biology, enabling him

opportunity of interacting with professors

to apply simple math and engineering to

from UAF, UBC, and UW, I came to recognize

study

the importance of actively pursuing

unconventional ideas were exemplary

different kinds of majors to acquire a broad

examples of how multiple study areas can

understanding of our entire global

be

community, as each lecture of the program

environmental problems.

an

undergraduate

biological

intertwined

degree

systems.

to

solve

in

His

complex

brought many discoveries and inspirations

Secondly, I would like to mention

into my way of thinking. Nevertheless, I

how Dr. Shan's lecture, “Integration as a

would like to talk about the three most

Practice-based

thought-provoking lessons in the program

Immigrants Navigating the Labor Market in

that left a powerful impact on my

Canada”, made me reflect deeply on our

perspectives.

current

social

Process:

system.

Professional

The

recent

Firstly, I would like to talk about

globalization trends have resulted in many

Professor Summers' lecture on "Nature

people with diverse backgrounds working

Inspired Design from the Sea." Professor

together; however, racial discrimination

Summers' idea of using the marine

and unfair treatments of immigrants in the

environment to inspire new technology

workplace have been more vivid in recent

materials was mind-blowing, encouraging

years, requiring an urgent call for public

students aspiring to be researchers to think

action. The COVID-19 pandemic also
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revealed the socially vulnerable people,

identity strongly moved me as they made

resulting in massive protests around the

me realize the importance of letting people

world. Having seen these decentralized

be themselves in their individual ways by

political and social movements, I was

celebrating people for who they really are.

pleased to learn about Dr. Shan's research.

Each of his words contained the depth of his

Since

for

priceless experiences, and his approaches

improvements in finding a balance

to life were full of beautiful hints I wish to

between cultural diversity and unified

make use of for a lifetime. I also gained

national identity, her research brought new

enormous respect

insights and awareness on what individuals

educational system that requires aspiring

of the global community should do to

teachers to study subjects about the culture

combat the injustice immigrants face. The

of native Alaskans. I believe that academic

stories of immigrants depicted in Dr. Shan's

knowledge about cultural and ethnic

studies helped me vividly imagine the

minorities will offer eye-opening insights

current inequity existing in workplaces,

into how diverse groups of people can

reminding me of the power research

coexist in society, raising a sense of

findings hold in eradicating social issues

understanding

existent in society. Her lectures motivated

individuals making up the society. I was also

me to aim at becoming a researcher whose

particularly intrigued to know that teachers

research discoveries serve every single

who have the future generations in their

person in the global community.

hands go through this essential training. His

Japan

also

has

room

and

for

the

Alaskan

appreciation

for

Lastly, I would like to talk about Dr.

lecture has taught me a precious lesson,

Topkok's lecture that most deeply touched

enabling me to regain confidence in my

me; “Indigenous Culture in Alaska”. Dr.

multicultural

Topkok's lesson showcased the diverse

conversations with Dr. Topkok have been a

indigenous culture in Alaska, which greatly

blessing, leaving me with a life goal of

amazed me because I had never thought it

becoming someone who can genuinely

would be possible for such large amounts of

appreciate the priceless beauty of every

cultural groups to coexist in a single state. As

person's individuality.

identity.

Our

online

a person having multiracial roots and living

In conclusion, the online study

in a culturally homogeneous environment,

abroad program was a worthwhile

Dr. Topkok's teachings about cultural

experience that encouraged me to discover

minorities were a powerful reminder of

many diverse fields of studies, as it

how to be proud of all of who I am without

deepened my knowledge about our local

being immersed with the idea of not being

and global community. The stories and

enough. His powerful messages about self-

teachings of each of the professors have
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certainly impacted how I perceive my
current study major, making me consider a
lot more options on how to lead my ideal
career path as an aspiring researcher,
teacher, and global leader. This program has
been truly beneficial, making me gain indepth awareness of the current systems of
society. It has also helped me recognize
some of the essential skills and perspectives
needed to work towards achieving a
sustainable future for the next generations
and the planet earth.
Although this short-term study
abroad program took place online, I
strongly think it was a spectacular
achievement, teaching me lots of priceless
lessons. I had the privilege of meeting and
connecting with people from different fields,
and every discussion with my fellow
students genuinely motivated me to level
up in every way possible. The professors
and Teaching Assistants of Hokkaido
University also readily supported us
students, and I cannot be grateful enough
for all the opportunities we were blessed
with. I would like to express my deepest
gratitude to everyone who contributed to
making this study abroad program an
undeniable success. Thank you very much.
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Messages from TAs

Name: Abhinav Dengri
Affiliation: Graduate School of Engineering

My thoughts/impression of the online program
I was glad to be a part of the spring study abroad program as a TA. The lectures
provided me with an odd occasion to learn about the marine ecosystem and
sustainability. The group discussion with students and questions to the
professor at each session expanded my knowledge of sustainable science and
the economy's interdependence. Secondly, for each lecture, I had to talk to
students and discuss their learning outcomes within 1 hour. This responsibility
helped increase my time management skill in the group discussion, lead and
anchor the discussion and finally summarize the discussion to include all the
relevant and exciting ideas. Lastly, it helped to understand the perspective of
younger Japanese students from different majors in sustainable science.
Overall, it was an excellent opportunity to learn new things and increase my
cultural quotient, which is a rare opportunity otherwise.
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Name: CHEN YU
Affiliation:
Laboratory of Micro-Biomechanics
Division of Human Mechanical Systems and Design
Graduate School of Engineering

My thoughts/impression of the online program
I am so appreciated that Hokkaido university provide me this specific learning
platform. During these two weeks of study, I think I am not only broadened my
horizons and learned new knowledge improve, but also through the
communication with Japanese students felt more deeply the difference in culture
and the way of thinking. Because of the COVID-19, we can't carry out the
lessons face-to-face, but I think we have also put a good end to this project. At
the end I want to say that because of everyone’s cooperation, this online
exchange project ended perfectly. I would be happy to continue participating in
such activities. In this process, not only can I help others, but I have also grown.
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Name: Ryo Dobashi
Affiliation: Graduate School of Fisheries Sciences

My thoughts/impression of the online program
In the Short-Term Study Abroad Special Program 2021, I played a role of
facilitating the discussion among students as a teaching assistant (TA). At each
lecture, students and TAs were divided into 7–8 groups (each group consisted
of 3–4 students and 1–2 TAs), and each group discussed the contents and
opinions about on-demand video lectures given in advance. The discussion time
was 1 hour. Students seemed to learn not only from lecturers but also from
other students having different backgrounds. In addition, students often shared
their unique ideas and different points of view; therefore, I enjoyed learning a
lot through the discussion as well. I was also impressed by the student’s active
discussion with the lecturers after the group discussion. Finally, I would like to
express my deep appreciation for professors in Hokkaido University, lectures in
University of Washington, University of British Columbia and University of Alaska
Fairbanks, other TAs, students and all the people who had been involved in this
program who gave me this opportunity.
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Name: Hitesh Supe
Affiliation: Graduate School of Environment Science

Photo

My thoughts/impression of the online program
I feel the online program was a great success. As a TA, my role was very
specific and interesting. We also got the chance to participate in the discussion
with the professors. I think TAs part was the best in the whole program, as we
learnt many new things from the lectures along with other students and could
also have friendly informative discussions with them. I really enjoyed being a
part of this program. Wish to participate again in the future. Also, I would like
to thank all the teachers and members from the academic affairs department
for conducting this program.
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Name: Rina Kuribara
Affiliation: Graduate School of Agriculture, M2

My thoughts/impression of the online program
Through this online program, I could review the previous lectures that I
took in UAF. And I could learn more about other universities’ studies. This
program is held for undergraduate students as a short-term overseas study, but
we, students who have already joined it, can enjoy, too. If we can go abroad
after COVID-19 settles down, I hope previous participants join the program as
supporters in any kind of way.
I thought students could learn more comfortably from this program than
previous one. Because they could get or search more information in advance.
In my case, I had to understand the lecture on the spot, and I didn’t have
enough time to think my questions. I think this online program is one of the
successes as an international lecture series.
However, I had a little difficult to find the connection between each
lecture. I know these are related with SDGs, but I sometimes felt it had become
just a piece of knowledge. Before go on to these lecture series, I had to find
strong connection between the first lecture and others, or divide all lectures into
several related parts. This is my advice for those who will take the same class
in the future.
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Name: MANDVIKAR Kaushik
Affiliation: Graduate School of Environmental Science

My thoughts/impression of the online program
Greetings,
First of all, I would like to sincerely thank Hokkaido University for the Special
program and allowing me to be a part of it. It has been a wholesome experience,
from learning to discussing with the students and the Professors. It was not
only a learning experience but also a joyful one as all the students were very
interactive and sport to talk with. While helping as a teacher assistant, I also
learnt a lot from students and their sincere questions.
I would also like to thank the professors from Hokkaido University and its
partner Universities for their valuable time and knowledge. Not everyday I get
to interact with Masters of their field.
I absolutely look forward to next special program and experience once again
what in felt in this special program (2012): The joy of fun studying.
Thank You very much.
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Name: Ligui Lin
Affiliation:
I am now a doctoral student of the Faculty of
Economics and Business Administration. I come from
the Zhejiang Province of China.
My

research

Psychological

interests
Behaviors

include
and

Organizational

Human

Resource

Development, specifically, Mentoring Relationships, and Learning in the workplace.
BTW, I like sea foods very much.
My thoughts/impression of the online program
First of all, I am so grateful that I could have the chance to be a TA for this
program. To be honest, I felt a little stressed at the beginning of the program,
because it might take some time for preparation in advance. Additionally, it also
will be challenging for me to understand each subject by video lectures.
However, fortunately, I find that I have gradually learned so many valuable
pieces of knowledge from the lectures and lecturers during the past 2 weeks,
which eventually has deepened my thoughts and broadened my horizons
toward the world so much. The only thing I was concerned about is, if I could
be helpful to the students since I was not quite familiar with some topics.
Nevertheless, I appreciate very much that all the students actively anticipated
in the group discussions. They have brought me very enjoyable and valuable
experiences as well.
Furthermore, especially, I was mostly impressed by Prof. Adam P. SUMMERS
from the University of Washington, which due to not only his research was really
interesting for me, but also his sincere aspirations to be a researcher. I think he
will be one of my role models in the future.
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Name: Montchebolatan Nicole Chabi
Affiliation: Graduate School of Economics and Business

My thoughts/impression of the online program
My name is Nicole Chabi and I am from Benin Republic. I study at the Graduate
School of Economics and Business at Hokkaido University under the SGDs
Leader program of JICA. I am highly interested in Sustainable Development and
reading about this program immediately captivated me. To be granted access
as a Teaching Assistant (TA) in this program was a golden opportunity to me.
My experience was beyond my expectations. Despite the fact that it was an
online program, I fully enjoyed it. My interactions with the students and other
TAs boosted my understanding and enlarged my open-minded spirit. I was able
to connect to students from various backgrounds and different nationalities. I
acquired new resources and facts in fisheries, marine ecosystem, the ecology
and climate variability, indigenous culture in Alaska, Integration of immigrants
in Canada, global sustainability etc. The lecturers from different universities and
the professionals from diverse backgrounds gave outstanding lectures and
explanations. Although I am doing economics, I was really impacted by the
program and learnt a lot on how practically I could on an individual level
contribute to the sustainability of my region and environment.
I am forever grateful for having been part of this program and I thank all the
organizers and the coordinating team staff.
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Name: SANAGA PARDHU REDDY
Affiliation:
MASTERS SECOND YEAR,
LABORATORY OF SOIL MECHANICS,
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

My thoughts/impression of the online program
If I would give a word to this course it would be the word engaging. I have felt
very much involved in the classes and also was so thankful for other opinions
too. I have found the course to be informative also. It got me reading and
researching for different things. Having the discussions with the students was
an added point. To hear their views and their answers was amazing and also a
process of learning. The only drawback would be that not getting time to ask
more questions. To sum up I would like to take up this course again and help
in any way possible I would like to thank everyone involved in the process to
give me this wonderful opportunity.
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Name: TAGE Kaori
Affiliation: Graduate School of Fisheries Sciences

Photo

My thoughts/impression of the online program
I thought this course was great opportunity to discuss various topics with
people from different affiliation. Each student has own idea, join the discussion
and ask question positively, so I felt they were high level. I thought it was
wonderful that the students who seemed to be powerless speakers were actively
expressing their opinions as the class went on. I felt it should be improved the
parts causing problems like interfering with the discussion because of the time
lag of communication or difficult-to-hear situations. I was impressed that the
students were not having a good discussion because it was difficult to share
pictures ore website and the whiteboard function was not available. It would be
nice if there were other tools that could make it easier for people to
communicate their ideas other than voice and gestures. I think the lecture was
relatively easy to visualize because of many examples and pictures. However, I
think it would have been better if there had been little more preparation time
and general information, as it difficult to image without knowing the real thing.
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Name: WU You
Affiliation:
Graduate School of Humanities and Human Sciences

My thoughts/impression of the online program
It was a precious experience for me to join this program.
F

Firstly, I have learned a lot from both self-study session and group
discussion session. The topics of the lectures vary from biology, environment to
economy and culture. Watching all of the lectures widened my horizon and
helped me to pay more attention to the real conditions in the world. What I
learned was not only knowledge, but also the lecturers’ passion and persistence
of their own fields. Then, the group discussion session enhanced my problemsolving ability. During the process, I was encouraged to think more critically and
creatively. And I found myself became more confident and positive to deal with
problems in an unfamiliar field. Secondly, the program enhanced my skills of
leadership and teamwork. As a TA, I was responsible for active discussions. I
tried my best to create a pleasant environment for everyone in the group to
share their own opinions. At the same time, as a participant, I also enjoyed
communicating and cooperating with students from various backgrounds a lot.
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Name: Yan Dongyang
Affiliation: Graduate School of Education

My thoughts/impression of the online program
Firstly, I am thrilled at the opportunity of being a Teaching Assistant for this
programme. Thanks for the programme, I could not only have discussion with
students with different background, but also learned a lot about the fields that
I’ve never known before including Global Sustainability, Marine Environment
and so forth. I really enjoyed the class and discussions are always insightful
with something new to learn. I was so grateful to have been able to take part
in the this programme.
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